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“What is 'QAnon'?”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – January 8, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9ttbREavRM

RICKY GERVAIS' COMMENTS AT THE GOLDEN GLOBES DINNER
Did you guys catch Ricky Gervais at that awards dinner the other night? Wowsus! What has gotten
into him?
He appears to be frantically hedging his association with Hollywood.
Now, why would he be hedging? Well, personally, I think it's because of Q.
WHAT IS Q?
Now, why do I think that? Well, first, a quick recap of what Q is.
Q is a military intelligence operation designed to inform the public of some very unpleasant truths
about our country and to lay the groundwork for some very overdue changes in our political system.
It's like a metaphorical Mongol horde charging into battle with their horses arranged in a half circle
quickly closing the loop around the enemy – in this case Team Hollywood – and causing maximum
confusion, chaos, discord and ultimately desertion.
Now, in this metaphor, Ricky is the Team Hollywood soldier running along back. He's along for the
ride, but he's not super down for the cause. And he kind of gets what's going on because he's rubbed
shoulders with those worthless European royals. He sees the obvious ambush and so he's turning
around and dipping out as quickly as possible.
It will be very interesting to see who else in Hollywood recognizes the obvious ambush and breaks
ranks in the coming weeks.
I know many of you hear “Q” and immediately think, “What the f__ satanic pedophile

conspiracies? What am I looking at? And who could believe this crazy nonsense?”
Well, if it was a movie, it would be re-mastering Game of Thrones, Assassin's Creed, The DaVinci
Code, The Matrix, Lord of War and The Punisher.
BIG DATA ANALYSIS PROJECT ON WIKILEAKS AND THE PANAMA PAPERS
And I can't speak for everyone in the Q horde, but the reason that I personally believe is because of
a big data analysis project I did on WikiLeaks and the Panama Papers.
If you don't know what that is, that was hundreds of thousands of indisputably authentic
government documents that have been leaked over the past decade or so.
PRESIDENT TRUMP WILL USE A GINORMOUS ACE UP HIS SLEEVE
I happen to know for a fact that Trump has a ginormous ace up his sleeve and that he definitely will
use it before the next election.
PRESIDENT JFK PROMISED TO SPLINTER THE CIA
If you have no idea what I'm talking about, the best place to start would be here – this JFK quote:
“I will splinter the CIA into a thousand pieces and scatter it into the winds.” - direct quote.
Now, why would he say that?
CIA IS SECRETLY CONTROLLED BY D6 – A MEDIEVAL CULT OF EUROPEAN
ROYALS
He would say something like that because he realized that the CIA is secretly controlled by a
medieval cult of European royals called D6.
WHAT IS D6?
What is D6?
D6 is a satanic medieval pedophile cult that secretly controls the world's organized crime –
primarily drug and human trafficking – and uses the proceeds to finance covert operations for the
CIA and MI6 – covert operations such as killing Jeffrey Epstein, arming ISIS with tanks and TOW
missiles, staging chemical weapons attacks to fake us into a war in Syria and studying on the DL
[down-low, meaning secret] a bunch of extraterrestrial future weapons.
BASED ON THE BLOODLINE OF HOUSE WETTIN
It is based on the bloodline of House Wettin [German: Haus Wettin], that's Wettin with a “W”
because it's a German word, aka House Coburg and Saxe Gotha [House of Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha], the royal family who has covertly dominated Europe for the last 1,000 years, and who
currently controls the thrones of the UK, Australia, New Zealand, Belgium, Lichtenstein and The
Netherlands.
Now, most of you are probably thinking, “Come on weird computer guy, how could that possibly be
pulled off in today's modern age?”

And the answer is simple: Admiralty Law, signals intelligence, sovereign immunity, selective
breeding and 1,000 years of practice.
QUEEN ELIZABETH IS THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF THE UK, AUSTRALIA,
CANADA AND NEW ZEALAND MILITARIES
Did you know that Queen Elizabeth is actually still the legal Commander-in-Chief of the armed
forces of UK – not just a formality like they say?
Boris Johnson, Bojo Jojo, is more like a Nancy Pelosi, like a Speaker of the House than a head of
state. Maybe you did know that.
But did you know that she's also legally the Commander-in-Chief of Australia, New Zealand and
Canada? Maybe you're a smart cookie and you did.
But did you know that she's also the Commander-in-Chief of Jamaica and Belize? I bet you didn't.
It sounds an awful lot like modern colonialism, doesn't it? But that's a conversation for another day.
Moving on.
PRESIDENT KENNEDY STARTED A NEW SPY AGENCY – THE DEFENSE
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (DIA)
So JFK needed a way to rein in his wildly insubordinate and treasonous CIA. So he started a new
spy agency called the DIA to replace them.
It was organized under the Department of Defense instead of the Department of State like the CIA
is so that the U.S. presidents in the future could be in full control of intelligence operations and not
have to deal with a bunch of sniveling, insubordinate bureaucrats.
Right as he was starting to publicly expose the Royal Death Racket, he was assassinated.
And here's an excerpt of the speech he gave shortly before he died – direct words:
“For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies
primarily on covert means for expanding its sphere of influence, on infiltration instead of
invasion, on subversion instead of elections, on intimidation instead of free choice, on
guerrillas-by-night instead of armies-by-day.
“It is a system which has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building
of a tightly knit, highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence,
economic, scientific and political operations.
“It's preparations are concealed, not published. It's mistakes are buried, not headlined. It's
dissenters are silenced, not praised.
“No expenditure is questioned. No rumor is printed. No secret revealed.
“It conducts the Cold War, in short, with a wartime discipline no democracy would ever
hope or wish to match.”

So JFK is murdered by this medieval conspiracy, and there has been pretty much a global shadow
war raging ever since – one that's been very, very hard to win, even for a badass military
intelligence agency like the DIA, because the Royal Death Racket has their spies and puppets
stacked throughout the entire world, pretty much every government, religion and corporate
establishment around the entire planet.
THE LEGAL CONTROL WEB – THE TREATY OF TORDESILLAS
Removing them by force wouldn't work because they possess this very tricky little self-destruct
mechanism.
Our entire system was built around the Treaty of Tordesillas, a legal document produced by that
corrupt Borgia Pope in the 1500s, which gave ownership of the Americas to the Kingdom of Spain
and ownership of the rest of world to the Kingdom of Portugal, essentially like a line drawn down
the middle of the Atlantic.
Current branches of the Royal Death Racket currently hold the legal claims to both, meaning they
own the entire world – in their eyes at least – and use the Treaty as the foundations of all other
economic and political systems across the globe.
So it is kind of designed to where if they were overthrown by force, it would cut the legs out from
our system and trigger a major global catastrophe. So we couldn't do that.
Meaning that, theoretically, the only way to defuse this self-destruct mechanism would be to get
someone with a bloodline claim to take back that Spanish throne and to neutralize that Treaty with
some carefully crafted legislation.
To do that, one would need a mighty military behind them as the Royals have extraterrestrial future
weapons and trench assassin squads surrounding the globe.
DIA'S PLAN TO UNSEAT THE ROYAL DEATH RACKET
So the DIA needed a seated president and a bloodline descendant of say a House Aragon, maybe, to
defeat and destroy the Royal Death Racket once and for all.
Since the Royal Death Racket consolidated much of its military power in the United States, which it
controlled, they would need to seat a president who was aware of the mission, strong enough to
endure the onslaught he would endure and smart enough to protect the Spanish bloodline
descendant to the throne long enough for the royal claim to be unwound.
Enter Donald Trump, a TV star businessman with a lifetime of experience pushing through
obstacles like government corruption and organized crime to become a billionaire and a lifetime of
experience being relentlessly attacked by the media – an ideal candidate for the goal line stand of
the millennium in 2016.
Now, there are many haters out there that like to tease us QAnoners over Trump's supposed A17
game of chess.
What those haters don't yet realize is that this my friends is more like a 10 billion D game of chess
not an 87D1. But they will realize that soon enough.

And Trump, to be frank, has been way better than expected, in my opinion, because he not only
defeated the Royal Death Cult, he also managed to turn the tables on his domestic political
opponents when he baited them into sending two presidents that would ultimately lead to their own
demise:
President No. 1 – the president of investigating political opponents for treason.
President No. 2 maliciously prosecuted former directors of intel agencies
Oh, yeah, you know that guy you railroaded over the past few years? You know, you changed the
reports with a bunch of unfair stuff. I think his name was . . . oh, yeah, that's right. Michael Flynn.
Yeah, that guy who's actually the ex-head of DIA.
In case you guys didn't know, the DIA is actually a massive government intelligence agency similar
to the CIA. Instead of being run by bumbling buffoons, it's being run by battle-hardened killers.
Woops! Sucks to suck doggies!
Now, most of you Q haters probably still won't believe us even after John Durham formally
prosecutes Comey, Clapper and Brennan. And you're going to shriek and scream and moan and
whine that democracy is ending, even though technically it's just begun.
IT'S TIME TO DEMAND THE DECLASSIFICATION AND RELEASE OF THE JFK
FILES
So I'll tell you what. Let's just settle it this way: By demanding the declassification and release of all
those JFK documents – you know, the ones that were supposed to come out two years ago, yet for
some unexplainable reason, we are still not allowed to see – 57 years later! 57 years later!
If I'm wrong and there is no conspiracy, then RELEASE THE DOCUMENTS LIKE
TOMORROW!
And if they won't release them, then maybe we should all be asking why they are not.
I mean, come on lefties, JFK was your guy!
If Trump was assassinated, I can guarantee you that we would not wait 57 years to raise hell. Why
don't you? Food for thought.

“Pop Quiz”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – January 30, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quaM3Jh3-Ps
Pop quiz!
If Hillary Clinton possessed a mountain of mortifyingly salacious blackmail on the entire political
establishment in Washington and Q possesses Hillary Clinton's data, then who in fact possesses said
mountain of mortifyingly salacious blackmail?
I'd like to introduce everybody to a little game I call “Green Light the Red Lights”, brought to you
by the letter Q and the number 17.

“What makes 'QAnon' different from other Anons?”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – January 31, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKFLyeCSMWo
So what's the difference between a QAnon and a regular Anon? Big question that I get. Commonly
misunderstood.
I'll give you a hint. It's a nerdy computer metaphor, of course.
The difference between a QAnon and an Anon is the same difference between a bit and a Qbit. It's
kind of a fun little play on words there.
So computer bits are linear things, right? They're either a 0 or a 1. They can't be both. And when
you write the computer code, it compiles linearly.
So it means that the computer reads what you're writing, left or right and top to bottom, right,
normally how a person would read it.
That's how computers now work.
A Qbit is a nonlinear thing, meaning it can be a 0 or a 1 or anywhere in between at the same time.
Now, there's a lot of common misconceptions out there about what that actually means.
I hear a lot of journalists talking about this and really just regurgitating a lot of vocabulary words,
and the more they regurgitate those vocabulary words, the more I see that they really have no idea
practical understanding of what those vocabulary words really even mean.
So I'm going to explain it to you real quick.
The fundamental thing you need to understand is how something could be a 0 and a 1 or anything in
between at the same time. And this is almost never covered. I don't think I've ever even seen it out
there.
So it goes a little something like this: How is something a 0 and a 1 at the same time?

And the answer is like that.

Don't get mad at me Q-whores, that's not an Illuminati symbol. I'm just teasing them with the spacetime jumping.
QUANTUM CPU = TIME WARPING CPU

Now, most of you are probably thinking, “Come on weird computer guy, are you really trying to tell
me that a quantum computer is a time warping computer?
Surely, I would have heard that by now.
And the answer is: Absolutely. That is exactly what I'm trying to tell you.
Check this out. Here's what it looks like.

This is what a quantum computer looks like – pretty weird, right?

It runs on lasers and graphene instead of electricity and silicon – a huge paradigm shift in
computing.

Some people call it an alien computer because it only works in conditions resembling outer space,
meaning freezing and airless.

These oil-drum barrel-looking things that they go inside are a cryogenic vaccumfreezer that sucks
out all the air pressure and cools the quantum computer down to around -460° below zero – the
temperature it needs to be able to operate.

QUANTUM
So what does that mean in practicality in real life? How does that affect how we work with
computing.

What that means is that a quantum computer can look at a lot of different options at the same time.
So a quantum computer can be in 2 to the number of Qbits states at one time, right?
So if it's a one Qbit computer, it's 2¹ power, right, 2 states at once. If it's a 2² Qbit computer, you
could be in 4 at once. If it's 2³ Qbit computer, you could be at 8 at once, and so on and so forth
down the line until you get to an unimaginably huge number.

Google currently has a 72 Qbit computer, meaning they have a computer that can be in 2 to the 72
power simultaneous states at one time.

So what that actually comes out to is 16 sextillion. WHOA!
Now, a lot of you are probably thinking again, “Come on, weird computer guy, that's not a real
number. You just made that up. A sextillion? Get out of here.
But that's not true. I actually didn't make that number up. A sextillion is a total real thing.
It goes million, billion, trillion, quadrillion, quintillion, sextillion, right? Because “sext” is the Latin
word “six”.
So, again, just to try to help you wrap your head around how unimaginably huge that number is,
let's right that out.

We're going to start over here. That right there is 1 million.
1,000,000
There's a billion.
1,000,000,000.
A trillion.
1,000,000,000,000.
A quadrillion.
1,000,000,000,000,000.
A quintrillion.
1,000,000,000,000,000,000.
A sextillion.
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.
Yeah! It's like that!
So this is how many simultaneous states or how many options Google's quantum computer can be
in right now at one time.
Using that technology, Google was able to take a problem that would take all of the supercomputers
on Earth 400,000 years to solve, and they were able to solve that problem in three minutes. Three
minutes! Pretty spooky stuff, huh?

And if I was to compare this technology to a person like where he would be at in its life, it would be
in the third trimester, meaning, if it was a human baby, it would not even have been born yet.
So you can only imagine where this technology is headed.
And you can also try to imagine, or maybe not, where the military is at with this stuff considering
they're 30 years ahead of the commercial sector. Whew!

So if you tie a bunch of quantum computers, you get what's called the Quantum Internet. And if you
subscribe, we're going to be doing a series on all of the fun, neat, exciting and very spooky things
that this Quantum Internet can do, including one of my favorite features I like to call “instant
messaging from the future” - a super helpful feature for IT guys trying not to get murdered by the
Royal Death Racket.

“Is QAnon a Right-Wing Conspiracy?”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 1, 2020
(All videos from Austin's channel were removed March16, 2020)
Happy Friday, everyone.
So today I just wanted to a few minutes and answer a few frequently-asked questions I get about
this QAnon project that I'm working on.
IS Q A RIGHT-WING CONSPIRACY?
Question No. 1 most often ask is Q a right-wing conspiracy?
A no. The answer is “no”. Q is a non-partisan military intelligence project designed to unite the
country and embolden us to demand the declassification and release of the JFK documents that have
been withheld from us for 57 years now – pretty crazy, right?
HOW CAN I HELP?
Next question is: I get a lot of people saying, “Hey, love your work. I support Q and how can I help
you? I feel like I don't really know what to do here.”
And the answer to that is to go out and tell everyone you know about QAnon. Share all of our links
and help us, especially convince any of your lefty friends that you may have to demand the
declassification and release of the JFK documents with us.
It's designed to be kind of like a team-building exercise – obviously we're a pretty divided country
right now – and this will be something that we can really come together around and be angry at our
government about together.
We also, as a general matter of speaking, need them on board for things. We can't really sustain
things being this divided for much longer.
Think of it like a marriage, right? Those are our fellow compatriots and it's like we're married to
them. So if we just try to dominate them, that's not going to work very well.
Another big part of QAnon is to teach the people not to sit around and wait for the intelligence
services or the government to give us a straight answer on this.
It's teaching all citizens that for future reference we should not be waiting 57 years to call BS on
things like this JFK nonsense.
WHY DON'T YOU WIN THE GAME NOW WITH YOUR QUANTUM INTERNET
MACHINE?
Next question people ask: So Mr. Q, if you are the military intelligence officer you say you are, then
why don't you use your fancy Quantum Internet mind-control machine on them and just win the
game right away?
And the answer to that is: Because then, I wouldn't be any different from the Royal Death Racket.
Do I look like an evil super villain to you people?

WHERE DO HILLARY CLINTON AND JOHN MCCAIN FIT IN?
Next question is: Where do Hillary Clinton and John McCain fit in to all of this?
Hillary Clinton and John McCain are the two most flamboyant examples of the cognitive
dissonance caused by our red-team, blue-team, politics.
Most people don't realize that they are two sides of the same rotten coin.
Many Republicans, my team, scream and whine about Hillary Clinton, but they don't realize that
Hillary Clinton is just the Democrat version of John McCain.
Everyone in the Republican Party screams and whines about the corruption in the Clinton
Foundation, which is egregious, no doubt, but they fail to see that there's this thing called the
McCain Institute that is almost the exact same thing – a violent political racket that is actually
destroying both our country and the countries that we are falsely claiming to be helping.
They are BOTH direct facilitators of some of the most vile and sadistic behavior that happens on
this planet.
So until us Republican voters can acknowledge the truth about vile monsters like John McCain,
how can we expect the Democratic voters to open their eyes and acknowledge the truth about the
vile monsters on their side like Hillary Clinton?
We need everyone to be awake and united to actually get to where we need to be.
DOES Q SUPPORT SOCIALISTS?
Next question: Is it true that Q supports socialists?
Q believes that if the CIA is going to be arming terrorists like ISIS with missiles to bring about
regime change in other countries, then we should be arming socialists with information to bring
about regime change in ours.
Q also believes that the current crop of “American socialists” really just want equal opportunity and
justice for all, not the Marxist economic gravity bomb that they keep talking about. They're just
going that direction because they're desperate because the government has been so unresponsive to
their needs for such a long time that they feel that they need to take those drastic steps.
I personally believe that they'll be delighted to join us once they realize what the actual end-game is
here.
So please, if you wouldn't mind Q horde, try not to scare them away in the meantime.
WHAT IS THE DESIRED OUTCOME HERE?
Finally, people ask me: So what exactly is the desired outcome here? What exactly is the end-game?
And to sum it up:
No. 1 – Get everyone to help us demand the declassification of those JFK docs. No military help.

No POTUS help. Just us. The people. We can do it.
No. 2 – Educate as many people as possible on exactly how corrupt our government is and unite the
people, both left and right, around the common desire for dramatic change.
No. 3 – After everyone's united, organize an economic blockade that will bring the Royal Death
Racket to its knees until they release Julian Assange.
What they are doing to him is totally unacceptable. It's totally un-American and it needs to end
yesterday. So we're going to break him out hook or by crook.
And the bureaucrats in Washington can either get in our way and get steamrolled or they can help us
– their choice.
No. 4 – We are going to wash away the entirety, or almost the entirety, of both parties and both
chambers of Congress.
And we're going to start fresh in 2020 with some younger, more intelligent, pragmatic leaders, like
Tulsi Gabbard, like Kyrsten Sinema, like Matt Gaetz and like Josh Hawley – people who were
actually born in this century and who listen to their voters and work pragmatically toward
innovative solutions.
Call it a “clear the board” kind of a deal.
Sound good to everyone? Okay, great. Happy Friday.
******

“Who REALLY got Donald Trump elected?”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 3, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OB8dqb24gpE

So who REALLY got Donald Trump elected? I'll give you a hint. It wasn't Republicans. It was
actually socialists and black people that got Donald Trump elected, believe it or not.
Trump didn't win because he was so popular with Republicans. In fact, he was historically
unpopular with Republicans.
Did you know that he got less total votes than Mitt Romney? Crazy, right?
Trump won for one very simple reason and that was that Hillary Clinton was absolutely reviled by
her own voters. So much so that many of them chose not to show up on election day.
The reason she's so reviled by her voters isn't because she's a woman or it isn't because people are
racist or anything like that.
The reason she was reviled by her own voters is because they saw her emails – indisputable proof
about how she not only doesn't care about her own voters, as that's pretty common in Washington –
she's actually actively targeting them in some cases. Pretty evil, right?
OPERATION BURNBACK
They saw her emails in 2016 because of a precursor operation to QAnon I like to call, “Operation
Burnback”.
The name was inspired by the firefighting term where wildland firefighters out in the forest dig out
a line and set a small controlled burn back toward a main fire to stop it by pre-consuming all of its
fuel in advance.
It was organized by yours truly and staffed by a small but elite group of anonymous IT guys and
hackers.
The idea was that if we could set a fire on the Democrats far left flank by showing black people and
socialists how evil the Democrats really are that they would be so disgusted that they wouldn't show
up on election day.
So we used robots and foreign click farms to flood hyper targeted sections of social media with
salacious email clips from Hillary Clinton and the DNC. And it worked like a charm.

Hillary Clinton had a historically low turnout and Trump managed to win the election – the one that
the CIA worked so hard to rig against him. Luckily, the people running the CIA at the time were
about as incompetent as it gets.
Unfortunately for us, not all the nerds we were working with survived to tell the tale.
In fact, one of them was brutally murdered, and the rest of us thought that the brazen of his demise
would have warranted a serious investigation by the local police.
But it ended up being super corrupt and just looking the other way.
I hear IT guys are not the only people having that problem these days. But I digress.
The whole point of this video was to say that socialists and black people are the ones who actually
got Donald Trump elected in 2016, not Republicans.
And I can't say for sure, but I'm betting that when Bernie gets brazenly cheated again in this
upcoming primary that they just might stay home again or join Team Q. I actually think they're
going to love Q.

“What is 'The Eye'?”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 5, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AZlwOeyrmQ8

So what's the deal with this weird pyramid Eye thing?
Well, think about a regular pyramid. It represents society, right, with the bottom being the poor and
then the middle class and the top being the Royals.
“ALL-SEEING EYE”
In our case, the top block of the pyramid isn't there and instead it's replaced with this “All Seeing
Eye”.
This is some cheeky little symbolism representing how we just have the illusion of democracy and
are really secretly controlled by intelligence services – as in no top block, just this weird spirit eye
thing instead.
The rays around it represent God's divine power. It's kind of like one of those halo things drawn
around people's heads in old paintings like they're a saint or an angel or whatever.
INTELLIGENCE SERVICES AND SATANISM
Intelligence services like to use Satanism as somewhat of a ideological operating system.
The reason behind that originally back in the day was to force spies, who were going to participate
in covert operations, to do horrible things that would irreparably stigmatize and isolate them from
their communities if they ever uttered a peep to anyone.
It would also help the intelligence services justify the often times heinous acts that they would
require their underlings and covert operatives to perform – the idea that God allows Satan to run
wild because ultimately he uses the evil that Satan perpetuates to accomplish his Big Picture Plan.
SATANIC SYMBOLOGY
That's why spooks and robber barons love using hooky-spooky Satanic symbology, especially
British and American spooks and robber barons. They are the hookiest spookys out there. They like
to dress up in Druid costumes and hold ceremonies in the woods and stuff.
Just ask Anderson Cooper. When he was little, it was like Halloween every day at his house. But I

digress.
THE EYE REPRESENTS THE CONTROL OF HUMANITY BY INTELLIGENCE
AGENCIES
Back to the Eye. This Eye represents how intelligence services like the CIA secretly control all of
us, even in “democracies”.
Now it's pretty weird because you'd think the people in our government would not be down for
tyranny, but they aren't very smart. And many of them naively think that THEY are the ones in
control of said tyranny.
They think that all their pretentious little clubs like CFR, Trilateral Commission and Bilderberg are
who runs the world.
But in reality, they're just useful idiots.
BUT MONARCHS STILL RUN THE WORLD
And the same people who have always run the world still do – monarchs. They never stopped.
HOUSE WETTIN
The main monarchs that currently run the world are a medieval royal bloodline called House
Wettin.
House Wettin's descendants currently control the thrones of many European nations to this very day,
including, but not limited to, the UK, Belgium and The Netherlands.
The patriarch or original gangster of House Wettin was a hardcore little German tribal leader named
Theodoric, who was born in approximately 920 AD. Theodoric's descendants have secretly
controlled Europe and most of the world ever since.
It's crazy they have been able to hang on to power for this long, right? But they didn't do it alone.
House Wettin put themselves up on the map way back in the day by hijacking the vast networks of
spies and assassins installed all around the world by the Byzantine and the Roman empires –
networks they built up over the course of 1,000 years.
Since then, they have raged a top secret quest for royal domination with a wartime sense of urgency,
killing anyone and destroying anything that gets in the way of their absolute power.
D6 OR DELTA 6 – THE GLOBAL NETWORK OF SPIES AND ASSASSINS
These days that ancient clandestine network of spies and assassins is called D6 or Delta 6. And it's
used as the covert para-military wing of the CIA and MI6.
UK's MI6 SET UP OSS WHICH BECAME THE CIA
It was established in its current form during WW II when British intelligence came over and created
the precursor to the CIA called the OSS [Office of Strategic Services].

The term D6 often confuses people because it actually refers to two things: the human network of
spies and assassins and the highest level of classification in the U.S. military – the one reserved for
information that would damage the “all sacred relationships” we have with our allies like the UK
and Saudi Arabia.
That classification is why the bureaucrats in Washington won't let us see the redacted parts of the
JFK docs or the 9/11 papers, because those documents would prove indisputably that our allies have
been conspiring against us at the highest levels.
And releasing them or making public how those royals have actually been treating us would cause
so much public outrage that it would permanently destroy those relationships with our allies. It's
that bad.
ROYAL DEATH RACKET
So for the sake of clarity, I henceforth will refer to the clandestine human network of spies and
assassins as the Royal Death Racket and I will refer to the classification level in the military as D6.
THE EYE'S THREE SIDES
So where does the three sides of the Eye thing fit in? The three sides of the Eye represent Royal
proxies – the people who actually carry out the criminal activity on the Royals behalf.
Royals like Queen Elizabeth II don't do anything themselves. They are totally worthless human
beings.
So they outsource all their gangbanging to their robber baron amigos – the Soroes, the Rothschilds
and the Saudis – billionaires with virtually unlimited resources who operate in every country and
who can move vast sums of money, drugs, arms and sex slaves all across the world without being
caught.
MOST BRITISH AND AMERICAN COVERT OPERATIONS ARE FUNDED BY
GANGBANGING
Did you guys know that almost all the British and American covert operations are actually directly
funded by gangbanging?
Meaning that whenever the U.S. government, for example, wants to assassinate someone, or arm
terrorists, they don't just appropriate the funds because that would leave a paper trail. So they get
the money from drug cartels and human traffickers.
That's why our federal government allows vicious gangs to run wild in our streets and our country is
currently overrun with opiods.
Ever thought about how weird it is that our government has satellites that can read the text on your
phone from space but they can't see some drug smugglers walking through the wide-open desert?
Or ever thought about how weird it is that the Crips and the Bloods can hold press conferences in
L.A.?
Now, I realize that's quite a claim, but I guarantee you that it's true. And I'll be unpacking that step
by step over the next few months on this YouTube channel.

So please share this video and subscribe and I'll see you guys tomorrow.
Buena noche y buena suerte, amigos.

“Is QAnon a REAL Military Intelligence Op?”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 6, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EoBP5J0UghY
So is Q military intelligence?

Officially, no. Normally, something like QAnon would be handled by DIA, the Defense Intelligence
Agency, but “officially” the DIA is legally forbidden from operating on American soil.
So how did this happen if they can't be involved?
Well, the same way that all the other Special Access Programs happen. They outsource to people
like me. And when I way “outsource”, I mean they don't tell me anything and just look the other
way and let me run absolutely wild - hacking and breaking everything in my path.
It has been quite a past few years. Let's just say that.
We're also self-funded, something I'm personally pretty proud of.
I'll spare you the details for now, but we'll get into it at another time.
So next time one of those kangaroo journalists or Q-haters ask you, “Why the White House doesn't
formally acknowledge Q, politely inform those little silly gooses that it's standard procedure since
the beginning of time for the White House not to acknowledge Special Access Programs.
I mean, it's like if they've ever seen a Mission Impossible movie . . . unbelievable!
So with that in mind, I'd just like to say that I, Austin Steinbart, of Chandler, Arizona, do hereby
solemnly swear that to the best of my knowledge, neither Donald Trump nor anyone in his
administration, his business organizations, his legal team, his agents, officers, proxy or
subcontractors have helped me in any way. Scouts honor.
I also, hereby solemnly swear that to the best of my knowledge neither Elon Musk nor his
businesses, agents, officers, proxies or subcontractors have helped me in any way. Also, scouts
honor.
So while Elon does despise Queen Satan and her barbaric Royal Death Racket with the white-hot
intensity of a thousand suns, he has never beamed me any clues with his Knurling satellites nor has
he let me borrow any of the sweet 007 gadgets that he's developing for the DIA.
I figured everything out completely by myself with NO HELP! Scouts honor.

The fact that he posted his weird techno song at the same time as I posted my weird quantum video
the other night is just a coincidence, nothing more.

I also wanted to say that I did know in advance that Space Command and Cyber Command were
going to be wrestled away from the rest of the military and spun off into an independent Space
Force.
I also knew in advance that NASA and the FAA were going to be disbanded and rolled into there as
well.
But I had no idea and I'm just as shocked and surprised as you are that they chose me to be the first
Space Force Commander. Can you believe it? I honestly had no idea that was going to happen when
I started this nightmare scavenger hung/obstacle course from hell that I've been on these past years.
I only started this wild-goose chase because I wanted John McCaligula and his stupid pedophile cult
gone. That's it.
I didn't realize that I would have to overthrow the entire world government just to get a reasonable
senator in my state.

“How do we KNOW that WIKILEAKS is 100% LEGIT?”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 8, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-EDc6iJgcE
So today I just want to talk a bit about sources and methods, specifically my favorite source called
WikiLeaks.
WikiLeaks is the Holy Grail of leaked government documents.
Over the past decade they have posted millions of documents exposing CRAZY corruption by
governments all around the world. They ALWAYS bring the wood and they always verify their
sources.
WIKILEAKS HAS NEVER PUBLISHED A FAKE DOCUMENT
They literally have an unblemished record when it comes to authenticity, meaning they do such an
airtight job of verifying that they have never published a fake document – not ever. Exactly zero
other news organizations or publishers or websites can say the same thing – not a single one.
That's why it's so frustrating when they get slandered by kangaroo journalists.
WikiLeaks is far and away the most accurate news source to have ever existed.
CYBER-FORENSIC TECHNIQUES
So how do I know that? Aren't I just taking Julian Assange's word for it? No, I never take anyone's
word for anything. I verify using cyber-forensic techniques.

In the case of the Hillary Clinton emails, the John Podesta emails and the DNC emails, I did what's
called a “message header analysis” with Microsoft Outlook, one of the most popular business email
programs.
When a certain unnamed IT guy leaked the Democrat's data back before the [2016] election, he did

so by generating a backup of their Outlook app called .OST file.
If you've ever used Outlook before and made a backup, you probably know that those .OST
archives don't just contain emails. They also contain contacts, files, attachments, calendars and, in
some cases, notes sections where silly boomers love to write all their passwords.
If you take one of those .OST files and load it into Outlook, you can use the message header
analysis feature that comes pre-built in.
A message header is essentially a digital manifest that is attached to every one of your emails when
you send it, detailing your emails origin, it's destination and the steps it took to get there in between.
It also, if you're a federal government official, contains sophisticated cryptographic signatures that
are used to verify its authenticity by the receiving party.

It's kind of like a high-tech version of one of those King rings they used back in the day that they
used to stamp their seal into the wax closing the envelope.
The State Department during Hillary's tenure used Google's 2048-bit DCAM cryptographic
signatures, a particularly effective kind.
So we are able to look at the individual message header of each individual email and verify,
indisputably, the authenticity of each and every one of them.
TRACING “HOPS”
We're also able to trace something called “hops”. Tracing “hops” refers to using IP addresses to
trace an email's path across the Internet.
If you think about how the Internet works, it's essentially just a giant web of computers all wired
together. So if you send an email from your house, for example, it goes from your device to your
router, across your ISP's servers to a backbone data center, then across another ISP's servers and
back down the line to it's final destination.
Each time a message moves across another device is called a “hop”.
So by tracing the IP addresses of each hop, we can map out every step in an email's journey across

the Internet, meaning that in addition to us being able to prove that each of those emails contains a
State Department 2048-bit deconcryptographic signature, we can also cross-reference the send
locations against their travel calendars and prove that each email was sent from the location that
they happened to be in at the time.
The clips I used are from some random YouTube channels that I will link to below in case you'd like
to see how this works in your own emails.
Using methods like this one, we can say that everything in WikiLeaks is 100% indisputably
authentic, which is why it's so perplexed to me that more people, especially my Republican amigos,
don't use this as more of a resource.
People act like everything in WikiLeaks has been already talked about, but the reality is that we, the
general public, have barely scratched the surface of what's actually in there.
There's all sorts of jaw-dropping revelations about almost every government on Earth.
I encourage you to take a look for yourself.
We'll be going through best practices for efficiently browsing through WikiLeaks in another video.
In the meantime, I posted a link to my archive of curated WikiLeaks below just so you guys can get
a feel for the gravity of the material.
It will really help you understand why the Royal Death Racket is working so hard to take out Julian
Assange and why we need to break him out ASAP

“What's up with the RESIGNATIONS?”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 8, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJ_Mof-ocX8
So what's the deal with the resignations? Weren't a bunch of people supposed to be arrested and
indicted already?
Well, yes and no. Many of them have already happened. And many are yet to come.
One thing we have to keep in mind when going after bad guys is collateral damage. We have to
avoid something that I call “James Bond Syndrome” - the tendency to accept unjustifiably high
levels of collateral damage or civilian casualties from leaders whose plights people are emotionally
bought into – like in almost every single James Bond movie how the mission ends up spilling out
into the open and causing significant collateral damage.
Buildings get knocked down, fatal car accidents happen and there's lots of innocent casualties, but
it's never focused on for more than a split second and ultimately we don't care.
In fact, we instantly forget about it. We keep watching and we never hold it against 007 because we
are emotionally invested in his plight. So we're morally okay with whatever he needs to do to
complete the mission and get the bad guy no matter what the cost.
“James Bond Syndrome” is one of the things currently plaguing our politics and our foreign policy
like a cancer because real life isn't a James Bond movie.
In real life, collateral damage actually matters. Civilian casualties actually matter. Like no one
should care how many super villains I take down if my recklessness causes two buildings full of
innocent people to get knocked down in the process.
So here's how that ties into QAnon: Resignations from huge corporate titans can't just rain down
like fire from heaven, unfortunately. They need to be handled in a very careful way.
The reason for this is because we don't want to cause any collateral damage to the shareholders,
many of whom are middle-class pensioners who will suffer greatly if the stock tanks, right, because
we want bad guys gone but we don't want innocent people harmed in the process.
That's why many of the people that have been forced out so far have been forced out under the
cover of the MeToo movement, like with Intel.
Intel is one of our country's most important companies. They make most of our processors – the
chips that function as the brain of computers and servers.
Their HQ is in Cali, but many of their largest fabs, or computer chip factories, are here in Arizona –
places were they do some space-age engineering like fit 10,000 transistors onto a piece of silicon
the width of a human hair.
So naturally it goes without saying: they have a bunch of cool gadgets as well as world-class
security like acres worth of solar panels to generate electricity, batteries to store all of it, and these
nifty little 360 AI surveillance cameras with these infrared illuminators.
But Intel, like almost every other corporate titan out there, has one catastrophic shortcoming when it

comes to security. They outsource to a third party diagnose and repair service when they have IT
issues. And that third-party service turns straight around and out sources to a local subcontractor
like me through one of several mobile phone apps that function effectively like a Uber for IT guys –
apps that are super easy to hack in my favor so that I can essentially walk straight in the front door
of wherever I'm trying to get into on a given day.
So the case of Intel back in 2018, when I suspected a certain CEO of being criminally negligent
with intellectual property vital to our national security, as indicated by these signs all over the place,
I was able to get myself in and collect all the evidence I needed.

Like in this case, where I used a POS system outage in the cafeteria to gain access to CH-2 on the
Chandler campus and snap a picture of these Chinese spies stealing chip schematics in plain sight.

And in this case, when I was able to get myself in to the Ocotillo Campus on a diagnose and repair
job and install a compromised motherboard into an Air-Gap laptop that's used to control the fab
machinery on the factory line.

Needless to say, a certain CEO was MeTooed right on out of the equation.
The reason for removing him that way instead of charging him with endangering national security
was so we didn't take the stock and cause a lot of collateral damage with people's pensions like I
mentioned before.
It feels like that CEO should have faced stiffer consequences, no doubt, but our priority is making
like better for regular people.
So sometimes we have to make difficult choices to protect the innocent.
But at least I can feel good about this picture with one of my own cheeky little props: this little
lighter, symbolizing how no one, not even the CEO of Intel is safe from getting lit up by Q if he or
she decides to threaten our national security.

“Why do 'journalists' fear the 'Q' movement?”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 11, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhfD9SWjdIo
Did you guys see all those smear articles written about the QAnon movement yesterday? Seems like
the media might be panicking, huh?
Now, why would that be?
It's not because they were antagonized by my self-destructing Twitter messages. It's also not
because they've finally noticed the striking similarity between the 8Chan logo – the logo of this
Israeli cybersecurity firm where Admiral Rogers works, . . .

8Chan logo

Israeli company Team8 logo. Former NSA Director, Admiral Mike Rogers, now works for Team 8.

. . . and the logo of this NSA reverse engineering tool called Chidra.

It's because they are finally realizing that we are not the kooky little scrubs they have been reporting
us to be, that we are rational, smart and articulate, that we don't shoo people that we disagree with.
We verbally engage with them even if they insult us in the process.
And they are seeing Patriots of all persuasions unite around the common desire for an abrupt end to
the decades of wanton corruption and sadistic abuse by our government.
In fact, as those articles were dropping, I was actually heading to see Jimmy Dore.
Jimmy Dore is a lefty comedian who has a popular YouTube show that he hosts with his awesome
wife, Stef Zamorano and his hilarious friends, Ron Placone and Graham Elwood.

Austin Steinbart and comedian Jimmy Dore

The Jimmy Dore Show, a left-leaning YouTube talk show
Jimmy Dore platforms some of the sharpest thinkers on the left, people like Julian Assange, Bill
Binney, Michael Tracey, Aaron Maté, Matt Taibbi and Glenn Greenwald.
He also greatly influences the political leanings of many other famous comedians such as Joe

Rogan and Bill Burr. And he has served as a campaign surrogate for Tulsi Gabbard.
Now, there are many things I disagree with Jimmy on, but Jimmy has been one of the only
prominent lefties brave enough to publicly challenge the Banana Republic-level of corruption in the
Democratic Party and to tell the truth, as he see it whether or not it happens to help Team Blue on a
given day.
He is almost alone in his coverage of WikiLeaks, the Seth Rich murder, the DNS primary rigging of
2016 and the false flag chemical weapons attacks in Syria.
He also, with some of his regular guests, has stood almost alone on the left in debunking the Russia
collusion hoax and the Ukraine impeachment hoax.
I'll provide some examples below for you to take a look at.
His brave truth-telling to his lefty audience has resulted in the same kind of social media throttling,
demonetization and bush-league censorship that we experience here in the Q horde.
It has also gotten him slandered in the press. Guess what they call him? A stooge of the Kremlin.
Isn't that hilarious?
So check out how he responds: by going on a nationwide tour clowning on Democrats' corruption
and showing big rooms full of lefties stuff like this:

Screenshot of clip from Jimmy Dore's roadshow
Isn't that amazing? Absolutely roasting those ratchet donkeys.
I encourage all of you to check him out and support his great work. You definitely won't agree with
everything he says, but you'll be very entertained nonetheless.
He's probably going to take a lot of flack from other lefties in the next few weeks both for going on
Tucker Carlson last week and for taking that picture with me last night.
So let's show some love and do what we do best and defend him when those kangaroo journalists
try to slander him for the high crime of talking to people that he doesn't always agree with, because
we are a free people and we will not be cowed or constrained by any kangaroo journalists.
We will talk to whomever we damn well please. And if they don't like that and they can cluck off
like the gobbling little hens that they are.
The day we allow corrupt politicians and their pet kangaroos to sort us into little categories that
aren't allowed to talk to each other, is the day that we lose America.

“What does 'Q' know about 'UFOs'?”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 13, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v19Miv8n4ig
So today I decided to get real weird with you guys. We're going to be talking about some spooky
new Space Force stuff, specifically some fun little future weapons commonly referred to as
“UFOs”.
Am I really going there? Yep, I'm going there.
Now, many of you have already seen the official teasers in the press. For those of you that haven't,
I'll give you a bunch of examples in the comments section below, just so you can be onboard.
If you don't know what I'm talking about, please pause this video and check those out first so that
the rest of this makes sense to you.
But long story short, the US Navy released footage last year of a real paranormal encounter some
fighter pilots had with a real UFO.

It made headlines in almost every major news outlet worldwide from BBC to CNN, but most people
never even heard about it because our news was too busy telling us about how Orange-Man Bad to
focus on UFOs for longer than a day.
Amazing how the US Navy can literally release footage and official statements about these things
yet no one in our kangaroo media cares for more than a day.
They can even establish official military guidelines and hold official briefings in Congress, but no
matter what happens, 24 hours later our kangaroo media will go straight back to talking about how
Orange-Man Bad.

The people who bring us our news are oftentimes the most vapid shallow and chronically uncurious
people on this Earth, which is a big part of the reason that we're doing the QAnon op this way in the
first place.
See who is shallow and will ignore real information if it's not served up to them the way they're
used to receiving it or from the people they are used to receiving it from and who will follow the
facts no matter who they come from or what kind of crazy place they lead.
Think of it as something like a massive dose of intellectual humility for a global population
desperately in need.
With that in mind, let's dive in.
TIME IS CONTROLLED BY GRAVITY
The first thing you need to know is that time is not linear or constant like many of us were raised to
believe that it is.
Time is actually a dynamic force controlled by gravity, meaning that on planets bigger than ours,
time moves slower because the planet has more mass and, therefore, more gravity and, therefore,
that gravity grabs time firmer and slows it down more. So they experience time at a slower rate.
Like if we went to a planet twice as big as the Earth, the time there would move half as fast,
meaning that one day there would equal two days here on Earth.
Like in that movie “Interstellar” with Brad Pitt where he goes to that giant ocean world for like a
day and he comes back and it's like 30 years later. Spooky concept, right?
And time isn't just different between us and other planets. It's even slightly different between
different places here on Earth.
Did you know that if you were to stand at the top of the Empire State Building that you would be

experiencing time slightly faster than if you were to stand in the lobby instead. That's because closer
to the Earth's surface Earth's gravity is slightly stronger, grabbing the time slightly tighter and
causing it to move slightly slower.
TIME DILATION
The technical term for this is “time dilation”. Time dilation, or the difference between the rate at
which objects at sea level are experiencing time and objects at other various high altitudes are
experiencing time is a real-world factor that has been accounted for by rocket scientists and satellite
engineers since the 50s.
GPS navigation would not work properly without accounting for time dilation.
UFOs ARE FROM OUR FUTURE
So how is that relevant to UFOs?
Well, I'll tell you how. It's because those UFOs are not in fact UFOs at all. They are time machines.
And they aren't made by aliens. They're made by humans in the future – the very near future.
That's why the military has been ordered to ignore them since the 50s, because they didn't want to
cause an adverse “butterfly effect”.
Now, I won't get into exactly what a “butterfly effect” is right now because it's kind of a
complicated thing to explain.
But luckily there's a movie called “The Butterfly Effect”, starring Ashton Kutcher, that can give you
kind of an idea of what I mean.

The way you could tell they're time machines without just taking my word for it is with physics
equations.
If we look at the empirical data provided by the Navy about the UFOs aerial maneuvers, we could
use physics equations to easily deduce that they would not be possible without a time machine.
The reason is G forces. G-forces are the extra pull of gravity you experience during a rapid
acceleration or in a high-speed aerial maneuver.
Fighter pilots and astronauts are generally trained to withstand up to nine G's, or nine times the
normal pull of gravity, but that is about the maximum a human body can safely endure. Anything

much more than that would cause their body to be crushed and eventually kill them, which is why
we could be so certain that that UFO in those videos is actually a time machine: because no living
or artificial thing could survive the aerial maneuvers that UFO was performing without being
crushed by the G-forces that it would create – unless they were warping time.
I won't bore you with the gigantic math equation, but suffice it to say that even if your body was
made out of solid titanium, the G-force exerted by going from a dead stop here to a dead stop 60
miles away in just a matter of seconds would smash you flat as a pancake and the vehicle you were
riding in.
The only way it's mathematically possible to move like that is by warping time.
So, again, just to reiterate, that UFO is NOT an extraterrestrial alien spaceship. It's actually a human
future weapon, one that I will be explaining more about in a future video. So, please subscribe and
share and I'll see you guys tomorrow.

“What 'Lefty Women' need to know about 'Trump
Supporters' . . .”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 15, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YO5SU1QXaYU
Today, I'd like to speak specifically to the women of the left.
I personally am a Republican, but I have a wife from New York and lots of family members in
California. So, this is an issue that hits very close to home for me.
Over the past few years, I've been very saddened to see many women that I like and respect turn
into vitriolic haters and political extremists – women that I've known for a long time so upset about
Trump that they are literally ending lifelong friendships and spewing hatred at family members.
It has been quite scary.
I strongly disagree with that behavior, but I can see that the stress and anxieties that you're feeling
about Trump being President is VERY REAL.
And I'm worried at this point that you are taking years off your life by getting so worked up over it.
So that's why I'm making this video today – not to defend the billionaire who holds the highest
office in the land, but to help ease the frazzled minds of many women that I care about.
So with that being said, I'd like to address the issue I believe to be the original cause of your disgust
with Donald Trump, which was the group of women that came out and accused him of sexual
assault during the election.
It seems like that was the thing, in my humble estimation, that made many of you lefty ladies hate
Donald Trump in the first place.
RUNNING A SWIFT-BOAT PROJECT
Please understand that the disgust you feel towards Donald Trump would be a 100% warranted if
those accusations were actually true. But they aren't, and we know that because we have proof –
indisputably authentic emails proving how those women were actually paid money to accuse
Donald Trump of sexual assault by proxies of the Clinton campaign.
Paying people to accuse opponents of wrong-doing is a very common political dirty trick in
Washington. It's called “running a Swift Boat Project”.
The name comes from back in 2004 when George Bush paid some Swift-Boat veterans who had
served with John Kerry to come out and accuse him of lying about his experience in Vietnam.
Many disgruntled Democrats considers that to be what sung the election in favor of Bush.

We have no way to know whether that is true or not, but we do know that it helped normalize those
types of vicious, political smears.
HILLARY CAMPAIGN SWIFT-BOAT PROJECT AGAINST TRUMP

We also know that this email shows Jennifer Palmieri, one of Hillary's top staffers, lining up the
Swift-Boat Project against Trump months before the end of the primary in 2016, almost like they
knew he was going to be the eventual winner.
So this is the main thing I'd like the women of the left to understand, that Trump supporters would
not support him if they genuinely believed he was a sexual predator, that those women falsely
accused him of this as part of a coordinated propaganda campaign designed to prey on your good
nature and upset you so much that you would dismiss all future Trump supporters you encountered
outright so that you wouldn't see her emails that we were trying to show you at the time – emails
proving that she is just as corrupt and evil as George Bush and John McCain, emails showing how
the Clinton campaign actually did everything it could to help Trump win the primary because they
thought that he would be the easiest to beat, and emails proving how she wanted to send tens of
thousands of troops into another disastrous war in the Middle East. Very bad stuff.
So, again, just so you understand that Hillary didn't lose because of people's misogyny. She lost
because everyone saw how insanely corrupt she was.
Now at this point, many of you are probably thinking, “Okay, weird computer guy, that's all fine
and dandy, but what about all that stuff that he said about black people, Mexicans and Muslims? I
still hate him for that.”
And my answer to that is simple: Trump is far from perfect, but most of what the media has been
saying about him is provably false.
So I'd be happy to show you and address those concerns one by one on this YouTube channel over
the next couple weeks.
And I think that once you see what I'm talking about, you'll feel a lot better.
So if you're interested, please share, subscribe and I'll see you on Monday.
Have a great weekend, and remember lefty ladies, us Trump supporters have got nothing but love
for you. So try not to fret.

“Black Ops 101 – The Dark Truth About the CIA”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 28, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o
Welcome, everyone, to “Black Ops 101”. Today, we're going to be discussing covert
operations and exposing some dark secrets about the CIA.
We're going to go through lots of material today to try and paint you the big picture of the
conspiracy that Q is designed to get rid of.
In this episode, I'll be explaining:
•
•
•
•
•

how the CIA uses terrorists and criminals as assassins,
how they fund black ops almost exclusively with heroin and human trafficking,
how John McCain was the secret kingpin,
how the corrupt news media has always turned a blind eye,
and how CIA black ops enabled a bunch of worthless European royals to conquer
the United States.

ASSASSINS
Our first topic for today is assassins. Assassins have shaped much of world history from
ancient times to modern politics.
They've been used to provoke wars, stage coups, derail competitors and suppress or steal
scientific innovations.
Whether they care to admit it or not, every leader of every country has assassins they can
call if they need to. But no one has more assassins than the CIA and MI6.
The first thing any assassin needs to be successful is a good cover or a good disguise.
Freemasonry is one of the oldest forms of cover for assassins.

Back in the day, cities were much smaller and nobody except rich people and royals really
traveled, meaning it was really hard to go somewhere new without being immediately
noticed and talked about by everyone.
So in order to get access for foreign targets, it was easiest to use Freemasons as cover.
Expert stone mason subcontractors who traveled together wherever their building skills

were needed at any given time.

While Freemasons still exist, and some of their symbols are still used as signals by British
and American intelligence services, they are rarely used as actual cover any more.

For most of the past century, American assassins used diplomats, aid organizations and
religious missions as cover. That's why the CIA is organized under the State Department.
University professors, multinational corporations and touring musicians have also been
used as cover for intelligence operatives throughout our nation's history.
But the advent of smartphones, social media, HD video surveillance and AI, these covers
have become nearly impossible to pull off. That's why intel agencies have shifted to
indirect assassination methods like using terrorists, gangs, mass shooters and “Acts of
God”.
Indirect assassination methods have been around for a long time but they were usually
only used in sensitive cases, like anarchists who provoked World War I by killing Archduke
Ferdinand and the “iceberg” that took down the Titanic, killing several business moguls
that were impeding the establishment of the corrupt Federal Reserve.

Assassination of Archduke Ferdinand

These days with all the technology we have, indirect assassination methods have become
standard procedure, which is pretty scary if you think about it because indirect
assassination methods often involve not just killing the target but lots of innocent
bystanders as well.
Some examples of indirect assassinations would be the Saudi terrorists on 9/11, the
sabotaged Boeing planes that crashed in Ethiopia and Indonesia, the Las Vegas concert
shooter at Mandalay Bay and the MS-13 narco children that shot Seth Rich.
All are examples of the meticulously planned intelligence ops, not just random tragic
events they are officially described to be.
Many people refer to those tragedies as “inside jobs”, which is technically false because
the CIA is technically forbidden from conducting operations on American soil.
So they launder their criminality by outsourcing the operations conducted here to foreign
intel services like MI6 - foreign intel services that have diplomatic immunity so they legally
can't be prosecuted no matter what they do as well as unrestrained warrantless access to
all of our calls, emails, text messages and location data through an incredibly shady
intelligence-sharing agreement we have with them called “Five Eyes”

“Five Eyes” - an intelligence-sharing agreement between Australia, Canada, New Zealand, U.S. and
UK entered into after WW II in 1946

Since 1947, MI6 and the CIA have scratched each other's backs by using these
outrageous legal loopholes to tee off on each other's “problematic” domestic political
opponents.
“Problematic” American leaders like President John F. Kennedy, Attorney General Bobby
Kennedy and civil rights leaders Malcolm X and Martin Luther King, Jr., and “problematic”
Anglosphere leaders like Australian Prime Minister Harold Holt and British MP Jo Cox, to
name just a few.

So that's just a little bit about cover.
FUNDING SOURCES
Throughout history, opium, aka heroin, has been a key funding source of clandestine
operations, especially European history.
Over the past few hundred years, House Wettin, the medieval royal bloodline that secretly
controls the world, has used opium and human trafficking to finance their brutal imperial
endeavors.

Their use of opium as a weapon of war goes back to the days of the pirates in the
Caribbean when there was an intense rivalry going between Britain and Spain for
dominance of the Americas.
In the 1500s, the original Queen Elizabeth was feeling left behind, so she authorized a
practice called “privateering”, which essentially is a legal version of piracy where she
would use pirate mercenaries to attack and plunder Spanish treasure ships carrying gold
back from the Americas.
It was a way for Queen Elizabeth to get a piece of the action without provoking a full-scale
war with Spain, who was way bigger and badder than them at the time.

During this time, British operatives pioneered many of the clandestine tactics and networks
they ultimately used to become the preeminent superpower they became in the 1800s –
tactics using such as opium, aka heroin, and human trafficking to fund pirate colonies
throughout the Caribbean to keep the money flowing when there weren't Spanish ships to
attack.

The name “MI6” comes from this time period. It's short for “Marine Intelligence Unit 666”,
which at the time was a cheeky Satanism reference clowning on the Spanish
conquistador's pretense of brutally colonizing America so they could bring the Native
peoples to God.
The British had a mantra of “Pioneers take the arrows; settlers take the land”. So they
would often let other imperial powers go places first and bare the tremendous upfront
costs of building colonial outposts before sending their spies and assassins to hijack them
by force.
Later on, after they defeated the Spanish Armada, the British reorganized their savage
horde of pirates into the East India Company, which they then used as the primary vehicle
of their ruthless imperialism for the next several hundred years.

British East India Company
At its peak, the British East India Company had a private army of about 260,000 men,
roughly twice the size of the British Army, and they dominated opium and slave trafficking
worldwide.

They served as the tip of the British military spear directly ruling over India for over 100
years and eventually going to war with China for trying to outlaw their heroin dealing –
twice as a matter of fact.
The Chinese government still cite the Opium Wars to this day whenever they're called out
for selling fentanyl to Mexican drug cartels.
Heroin dealing is such a a staple of British power that they use a poppy pin instead of a
yellow ribbon to honor their dead soldiers.

Poppies are the flowers that heroin is derived from.

The British royals claim that the poppy was adopted after World War I because it
symbolized the flowers that grew in the fields after the battles took place. But it's really
because they used heroin financed anarchist-assassins to incite a vast war, seize
territories in the Middle East and consolidate vast power over Europe, Africa and the rest
of the world – power they would use to set the stage for another major world war that
would give them the opportunity to conquer back their ultimate prize, the United States of
America.

As World War II was breaking out, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, a slimy robberbaron heir whose grandfather made his fortune smuggling heroin to China, allowed British
intelligence to come over and essentially build the precursor to the CIA called OSS from
the ground up teaching Americans all the gangsterific spy agency tactics they had
developed over the centuries.

Office of Strategic Services, the OSS, was set up for foreign intelligence operations during WW II. It
was reorganized as the CIA by President Truman in 1947.

From that point on, British and American intel ops became deeply intertwined, especially
when it came to controlling organized crime and using it to finance covert operations.
The idea was sold to American leaders on the pretense that drug-dealing and prostitution
was going to happen either way, so they might as well control it and use the money that it
generates for their ops.
But that always was a pipe dream and what REALLY ended up happening was the United
States getting corrupted from within and dragged into endless foreign wars – wars that are
ultimately used to enact the medieval imperial agenda of the British empire and to facilitate
more heroin cultivation like in Vietnam and Afghanistan.

Major drug-trafficking routes

Ever thought about how weird it is that Afghanistan is currently growing three times as
much heroin as it was when we invaded in 2001?
But as I mentioned earlier, drug dealing isn't the only funding source for our intelligence
operations. Human trafficking is too.
Human trafficking is another ancient industry controlled by intelligence services. And it is
even more sadistic than the heroin gang.

If you've ever seen the movie “Taken”, that sort of a situation where the girl is being sold
off at an auction is VERY REAL and happens much more often than you think.
Another good depiction is the Avicii music video, “For a Better Day”. If you ever wonder
why Avicii was suicided, look no further than that video he made.

Screenshot from Avicii's music video “For a Better Day”

And they don't just use sex trafficking to raise money. They also use it to exercise power. If
you've ever seen the movie “Red Sparrow” with Jennifer Lawrence, you'll see a depiction
of what's called a “honey pot” or a special type of spy operation that lures powerful men
into compromising sexual activities and then uses the pictures from that activity to
blackmail them.
British and American spy agencies frequently use this method to exercise control over
billionaires who aren't afraid of politicians. That's why they created Jeffrey Epstein and
“Sex Island” to use as a mega honey pot.

Jeffrey Epstein's “Little St. James island” in U.S. Virgin Islands

Epstein would get rich and powerful people to have sex with children so he could get
compromising photos on them and own them for life.
That's why Robert Mueller stepped in and got him off with a slap on the wrist when Acosta
tried to prosecute him in Florida, because as the documents clearly state, “Epstein belongs
to intelligence”.
Pretty crazy, right? And they let most of the other small-time traffickers run wild too.
I witnessed this first hand doing overnight IT work for hotel chains like Hilton, Marriott,
Embassy Suites, Hamilton Inn and La Quinta – how young girls would go into a room early
in the evening and have different men coming and going every hour almost all night long,
and how major hotel chains and local police brazenly look the other way as child sex
trafficking is happening right under their noses.

When I brought it up with one of the governor's top officials, how people in power turned a
blind eye to corruption, he shrugged and said, “Everyone does that – Republicans and
Democrats.”
And he's not wrong, unfortunately.
That ridiculous attitude is why the website “Backpage” was created and launched in
Arizona.

Backpage was essentially a giant Craig's List for prostitutes that operated on a worldwide
scale. Backpage turbo charged our human trafficking problem enriching criminal gangs
and their CIA overlords in the process.
It made pimping so easy that their only problem was what to do with all that money they
were making.

Which brings to me to why I originally discovered the CIA's gangbanging racket – through
its money laundering ops here in Arizona, several of whom were my customers,
businesses I sold point-of-sales systems to.
COMMAND
Turns out I have lots of friends in common with the guy who was the CIA's head
gangbanger – someone you might recognize.

John McCain and Austin Steinbart

If you've ever seen the TV show “Scandal”, there's a shadowy covert intelligence agency
called B6, which is an artistic rendition of the real thing called D6 – the covert paramilitary
wing of the CIA.

Both in the show and in real life, the guy who runs covert operations is called “Command”
and does not answer to anyone, not even the President.

John McCain operated as “Command” of D6

The purpose of the “Command” role in real life was to organize black ops around an
admiral – a top military leader that would be able to operate on a 30 to 40 year time
horizon as opposed to a series of presidents who operate on 4 to 8.
Admiralty Law in the military was created before a time of instantaneous communications,
so it gives Navy admirals legal authority to order strikes without pre-approval from the
President.
It was intended to be used for situations where the enemy surprise attacks and the admiral
needs to order an immediate response in order to avoid catastrophe.
But over the years, it turned into a corrupt loophole and used to order assassinations with
or without the consent of the elected president.
Command also functions as a very important PR figurehead. ALL of the CIA mockingbirds
in the mainstream media echo Command talking points verbatim, manufacturing the public
consent they need to perpetuate their Racket regime change wars.
As I mentioned earlier, John McCain was Command – the guy secretly running D6. Almost
everything our kangaroo news media tells about McCain is false, especially the idea that
he was some kind of patriotic veteran who was always putting his country first.
In real life, he was actually a vicious war criminal and an opioid-addicted pedophile who
saw himself as more of a European king than an American serviceman.
That's why he constantly bragged about his royal ancestry and always used his power to
enact the imperial agenda of those worthless European royals instead of using it to protect

the interests of the American people.
To understand how John McCain became command, we need to understand a little bit
about his background.
John McCain was born on a military base in the Panama Canal Zone – land which had just
been broken off from Colombia by a US-backed puppet revolution.

While in Panama, he made friends with Colombian rebels that would assist him in future
endeavors.
Throughout his childhood, John McCain did terrible in school. All of his classmates and
teachers thought he was a total prick.

Young John McCain with mother, brother and Admiral father

Like his obnoxious daughter, he was a snotty little brat who got everything handed to him
on silver platter because of who his powerful father was: one of the top admirals in the
Navy, akin to something like military royalty.
While in the Naval Academy, his teachers and classmates nicknamed him “McNasty”
because he was such an arrogant jerk to everyone.
He graduated almost last in his class, and the only reason he wasn't expelled is because
his father was an admiral and could keep getting him out of trouble.
After graduating, he bounced around in a few roles before deciding to become a fighter
pilot.
While he was training, he crashed three separate military jets – all due to pilot error.

The first was off the coast of Texas. The second was in Spain when he was trying to
showboat and accidentally took out a power line causing a major power outage and
sparking a major international incident.
The third one was one of the military training jets his corrupt, admiral father would let him
use for personal weekend joyrides to see girlfriends and sporting events in other states.
The McCain family perfectly epitomizes the insane nepotism corrupting our military.
Any other pilot would have been grounded after one crash, but John was untouchable
because his father was an admiral.
On his very first deployment, John recklessly caused a major fire on the deck of the USS
Forrestal that killed 134 of his fellow seamen.

After again facing zero consequences for his actions, he was reassigned to another ship
and back in action almost immediately.
He was shot down in Vietnam after disobeying a direct stand down order while trying to
bomb a light bulb factory. The only reason they were able to shoot him down was because,
once again, he wasn't following established Navy procedures and flying at the right
altitude, which made him an easy target.
He was severely injured in the crash and immediately turned on the United States in
exchange for medical treatment. Being the son of the admiral that was running the war,
“songbird McCain” was able to provide mountains of invaluable intel to the Vietcong – intel
they used to shoot down many more American pilots.
It was during this time that he developed his lifelong addiction to opioids.
He was never actually tortured. That's just a lie made up to justify his treason.
Because he was such a huge liability, providing so much damaging intel to the enemy, the
Navy made a prisoner swap deal to get him out as soon as possible, but in the political
power move of the century, John refused release until his fellow prisoners were freed.
He pretended it was a selfless and patriotic act and the news media ate it up hook, line
and sinker.
But the real reason he refused to be released was because he wanted to avoid being court
martialed for treason.
After a few years, he was eventually pardoned by President Nixon as part of a power
struggle with military leaders over leaving the war in Vietnam.

The instant he got home, he immediately ditched his wife and child who had been
anxiously waiting years and years for his return and started an extramarital affair with
Cindy Hensley – a crime family heiress from Arizona; another great example of how
ruthless and coldhearted this guy was.

John McCain with first wife and kids upon returning from Vietnam

John McCain, Cindy Hensley McCain, father and father's boss

After divorcing his first wife and remarrying Cindy Hensley in 1980, the stage was set and
he took over the D6 Command role by default after his father died unexpectedly in 1981.
His dad, John McCain II, or Admiral McCain, was the original Command.

Admiral McCain originally got the job when the OSS was restructured into the CIA in 1947
because he ran the Naval Signals Intelligence Base in Italy after the war.

President Harry Truman signing the National Security Act of 1947
At the time, the Navy was who ran all of U.S. signals intelligence so the CIA had to work
through them to facilitate their spying and gangbanging.
Admiral McCain, along with some of his other insanely corrupt admiral friends, were some
of the first naive buffoons to buy into the idea of a New World Order.
They worked with vile racketeers like CIA Director John Dulles to import mobsters from
places like Italy, Sicily and Ireland and help them take over many of America's major cities.
When his son took over in 1981, he immediately shifted the focus away from the Italian
and Irish mobsters his dad preferred and instead ramped up operations with his old
amigos in the Colombian cartels – people he knew from his childhood in Panama – leading
to the cocaine and crack epidemic throughout the 80s and 90s.
He also ingratiated himself with the crime families of Arizona like Charles Keating and got
himself into Congress by taking over the seat held by John Jacob Rhodes – the sketchy
MI6 double agent who helped Swift Boat President Nixon for leaving the war in Vietnam.

Charles Keating

After a couple of terms in Congress, he took over the Senate seat of another Nixon-sniping
MI6 00-gangster named Barry Goldwater.
Rhodes and Goldwater were the worthless fake do-gooding RINOs of their day.

Former Congressman John Rhodes (R, AZ) and former Senator Barry Goldwater (R, AZ)

Being in Congress provided John McCain the access and legal immunities he needed to
run D6 efficiently.
Another thing that really helped was the partnership he made with the Clintons that
provided them assassins and saboteurs to cover for their corruption in exchange for
favorable coverage in the media mafia he needed to cover for his corruption.
This secret partnership enabled them to sell us out while enriching themselves with racket
charities funded primarily by foreign robber barons – the Saudis, the Soroses and the
Rothschilds, aka “The Eye”, ushering in an unprecedented worldwide era of wanton
corruption and sadistic violence.

From El Salvador to Libya to Syria to Ukraine to Kyrgyzstan, John McCain sowed chaos,

degeneracy and violence everywhere he went, especially out here in Arizona.
Arizona is still very much the wild west – marauding, Depression-era crime families
operate with virtual impunity here to this very day.
Families like the Hensleys, John McCain's in-laws who control commercial alcohol
distribution, and families like the Bashas, who run a prominent local grocery store chain
started in the 1930s.
A huge amount of the drug and human trafficking happening in the United States today is
facilitated directly by the Hensleys, Bashas, McCains and their cartel partners like El Mayo
El Chapo and the Los Salazar Family who runs Sonora.
Drug laws are aggressively enforced in Arizona, but anyone operating under the McCain
associates umbrella, aka the CIA umbrella, gets a free pass. Because if they DO get
caught, the corrupt FBI Phoenix Field Office will call in an order to local law enforcement to
stand down.

The FBI can even stand down other federal agencies like the Border Patrol. One call is all
it takes. They can also force Border Patrol to release anyone they catch or hand over any
evidence that they collect.
And it is perfectly legal because the FBI by law has jurisdictional supremacy over
everything.
I have many confidential sources in the Border Patrol who are very frustrated with the
alarming frequency of those stand down orders, especially in the Yuma to Vegas Corridor
where most of the real traffic comes in.

Yuma to Vegas Corridor

Agents that will be leading patrols about to catch a bunch of smugglers out in the desert,
who. right as they're about to make the grab, will get calls from the FBI standing them
down and forcing them to back off.
And we don't need to take their word for it to see that the federal government is totally
unserious about stopping trafficking in the Yuma Corridor.

We can just look at the publicly available numbers. If you look here, you'll see that Border
Patrol keeps way less agents in the Yuma Corridor than in the Tucson Corridor.

They claim it's because there's less traffic coming through Yuma, but anyone who knows
Arizona knows that's a preposterous lie.
The reason is simple: geography.

Tucson Corridor

The Tucson Corridor is an unbelievably treacherous desert covered in sharp rocky hills,
thorn bushes and chollas. And it doesn't have a lot of other foot traffic to serve as cover.
So while there are many smugglers getting caught in the Tucson Corridor, they're just the
small fish that serve as decoys for the big boys coming through Yuma.

Yuma Corridor

The Yuma Corridor is a relatively mild sandy desert with minimal vegetation and lots of
random people riding around on quads and dirt bikes near both sides of the border.
And just north of Yuma and east of Yuma are a bunch of bombing ranges used for training
military pilots – vast quarantined areas followed by huge wildlife refuges that make bigtime traffickers unlikely to encounter any law enforcement as they make their way up to
Vegas.

Military bombing ranges and wildlife refuges

Shipments are also brought through the grocery store Bashas via underground tunnels
and secretly loaded onto military planes at the Yuma MCAS Air Base by the private

refueling subcontractors before being flown across the country to its final destination.
A little known fact about the Hoover Dam outside Las Vegas is that it was originally built to
control the water flow to Yuma so the Mafia could extort the people who are mostly
farmers into facilitating their smuggling.
To this day, those same Depression-era crime families continue their gangbanging with
impunity. Anyone who crosses them gets killed or railroaded by the feds, even Sheriff Joe.

Sheriff Joe was king shit around here until he disobeyed a stand down order and raided
one of McCain's trap houses and arrested one of flaky Jeff's top aides red-handed.

Former Sheriff Joe Arpaio

Arrested suspect had worked for former Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ)

The second he did that, Sheriff Joe went from untouchable to being aggressively
railroaded by the feds.
Those sneaky little CIA Mormons seem innocent, but they do not mess around if you
impede on one of their smuggling operations.
That's why they've been getting into those vicious blood feuds with the cartels in Mexico
lately.

And they aren't the only ones doing sketchy stuff out here in Arizona.
I also had the unique privilege of infiltrating an [unintelligible] NGO called Jewish Voice – a
charity with embassy-level security that runs a hokey prosperity gospel-style TV broadcast
network which fundraises tens of millions of dollars for “foreign aid”.

It's weird though because they always seem to show up with tons of cash in the weirdest
places at the weirdest times like Zimbabwe around the time Mugabe was taking power,
Rwanda around the time those Hutus went crazy and Ukraine right as those regime
change protests were ramping up in 2015.

Being there reminded me of that movie “Lord of War” with Nicholas Cage, because I knew
much of the money pumped into those countries was actually used to buy weapons.
If you've never seen it, you should check it out because it's a great depiction of how CIA
arms trafficking to evil despots and dictators all over the world has skyrocketed since John
took over Command from his pops.
Another great movie is “American Made” with Tom Cruise, depicting the CIA drug-financed
gun-running out of Arkansas.
That covert operation is what laid the groundwork for the secret Clinton-McCain
partnership.
KANGAROO NEWS MEDIA
It's super annoying how our government lets vicious gangs brutalize us in our own country
to raise money for their foreign rackets, but equally annoying how our news media enables
them. Because the corrupt stooges who run our government wouldn't survive long if
“journalists” would ever report the truth.
But they won't. They never have and they never will.
People like to think that fake news is a recent development, but the reality is that the news
has always been fake.
The term “yellow journalism” was coined way back in the 1890s to describe a media
climate very similar to the one we have today where 95% of all media is owned by five
bloodthirsty corporations – corporations who have no commitment to truth and no loyalty to
the United States; just endless greed and corruption.

Now, many silly boomers will push back on that because they like to romanticize about
how there was a time back in their day when the media at least tried to be objective. But
that is hilariously false.
The media in their day watched our president get trotted out in the open by his own
security team, have his head blown off in broad daylight and never pushed back a single
time when it was explained away with a bunch of nakedly preposterous lies.

Then, they saw no issue with letting some of the same co-conspirators in that murderous
coup run the official investigation of it.
Then, they let not just one but two of those co-conspirators become the president because
the news has always been fake. Everything about the news industry in America is fake.
Their esteemed heroes, Woodward and Bernstein, are the opposite of real journalists.
They're actually Mockingbird stooges who were served up their “bombshell stories” on a
silver platter by the crooked FBI as part of a highly coordinated CIA coup – similar to the
Russiagate coup that the CIA coordinated against Donald Trump.
Their top journalism award, called the Pulitzer Prize, was created by Columbia University
after a blood-thirsty robber baron gave them millions of dollars to create a journalism
school in his corrupt image.

The kangaroo news media is a big part of the reason we had to do QAnon this way,
because if we didn't, the media's reputation might have survived intact, which would leave
us vulnerable to more evil politicians in the future.
Now that they took the bait, charged straight into our ambush and rallied to the defense of
obvious war criminals, racketeers and pedophiles, nothing can stop what is coming. They
are all going down hard.

And it's funny because they always act like us QAnon folks are the violent extremists.
But they'll get to see who the REAL violent extremists are very soon when those left-wing
mobs they've been sicing on us learn the truth about their treachery and turn on them.
I reckon nothing will be able to save them then, not even all those police officers they've
been relentlessly slandering.
So let them enjoy their last few moments on top because I have a feeling those smug
kangaroo journalists are not going to fare very well out here in the wild.
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
So with all that being said, I'd like to close with a public service announcement.
Spooks, sicarios and robber barons be advised: D6 is officially canceled and your
treachery will no longer be tolerated.
John McCain's despicable legacy will rest in the ash heap of history where it belongs. And
anyone else that engage in acts of war against the United States of America better stop
and disappear immediately or on behalf of the DIA I will personally hunt them down and
make a flamboyant example out of them.
If you don't believe me, just ask slimy [unintelligible} old amigo, Paul Lopez. Things got a
little bit heated between us after Paul decided to choose Team Satan over Team America.
Hopefully the rest of you spooky little wangsters won't make the same mistake.

“Clarifications re: Black Ops 101”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – February 29, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBzkW-XkHPc
Quick few clarifications on my previous video “Black Ops 101”.
A question I got was: “What about George HW Bush? Wasn't he a co-conspirator in the JFK
assassination who became President as well as?”
And the answer is: Technically yes, but in a low-level operative sort of a way – not really a decision
maker sort of a way.
In military and intelligence that's a critical distinction to make because soldiers and spies do
whatever they're ordered to do.
Speaking from personal experience, if the CIA or the DIA needs you to do something that they feel
is important, you are not allowed to say “No”.
And JFK would have been assassinated with or without George Bush's involvement. So I don't
count him as a “primary” co-conspirator in that particular case.
But don't worry everyone, we've got an entire video worth of material on that little vampire coming
up soon.
Second question I got was: “Didn't the Army have signals intelligence during World War II in
Europe as well?”
And the answer is: Good catch. Technically, yes they did.
I was imprecise with my words there when I said “all signals intelligence” I meant the specific type
of signals intelligence that they were using for their CIA gangbanging.
Navy signals intelligence was the preferred partner of the CIA not just for their technology, but also
for their Admiralty Law that they could use as legal cover and for their ships that they could use to
ship their drugs to the United States before the Air Force became a big thing.
Planes weren't really used much 'til later on.
The next question I got was: “How did John McCain have the legal immunities afforded by
Admiralty Law? He was never an admiral.”
And that's another good catch. True, technically Roberta McCain, his mother was legally Command
by proxy – some grandfathered Old World law BS.
But in practicality, in real life, that decrepit old hag really did nothing and she just let her son run
the Royal Goon Circus.
The cartoon TV show “Archer” on FX is an artistic rendition of the McCain's D6.
The depressed alcoholic single mom who runs the secret spy agency called “ISIS”, get it? - hidden
in a laundromat, get it? - staffed with robber baron heirs and secret Nazi scientists, and lets her
outrageously reckless son just run wild, constantly starting shit with other countries and causing
way more collateral damage than any bad guy ever could.
The show is pretty funny, but the real life thing is not funny at all.
The next question I got was: “How do I know about the Bashas' tunnels in Yuma, and the shipments
being loaded onto the planes at the Yuma MCAS base?”
And the answer to that is because my grandfather, an orphan turned Marine from Sacramento, ran
the private refueling subcontractor on that Yuma base called “Mercury Refueling, Inc.” You could
look it up.

And I have family that grew up in close proximity to some of those Basha goons.
It really wasn't a secret to anyone around them that they are heroin and human traffickers.
Everyone's just scared of them because they like to use flamboyant displays of violence to make
examples of their enemies – similar to the Mexican drug cartels.
Check out the TV commercial this guy did and tell me he isn't the gangster I say he is.

Commercial dialogue: “People want to get their groceries close to home. That's why
Bashas' Food city and AJ's serve Arizonans all across our state. It all comes down to
convenience.
That's why Bashas fly America West.
Bashas, we're onboard.”
Pretty wild, right? What a little cocaine cowboy, huh?
Well, that's all for today. I'll see you guys next time.

“Who is Q? (Pt. 1)”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – March 4, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Oi3ebZVbkE
Welcome back, everyone. Today we're going to be talking a little bit about my background
and the angle that I'm coming at this from so that you can understand a little bit better
about who you're dealing with.
I'd like to start off stating for the record that this is the last thing I ever thought I'd be doing.
I was happy to infiltrate, happy to collect evidence, happy to distribute that evidence
anonymously and happy to go bet any bad guys, but making videos talking about myself
seems totally antithetical to the Q ethos and I kind of hate it, but the DIA and Q+ are
making me, so here goes nothing.
BACKGROUND
My name is Austin Steinbart. I'm a 29-year-old DEA agent from Chandler, Arizona. If
you've watched any of my other videos, you'll see that I've been having a pretty wild time
out here in West World working on this QAnon project.
QAnon is a military intelligence operation – the first of its kind – one that uses space-age
quantum technology to post messages from the future to Internet forums in the present.
It's kind of like that movie “The Frequency” with Dennis Quaid, except with a quantum
computer.
The main characters in this story are President Trump, Admiral Rogers, General Flynn, the
DIA, myself and Q+ – the future Commander of the future Space Force, augmenting
himself with time warping artificial intelligence and running point on this whole thing.
QANON MESSAGES
Messages on the board serve several purposes. The first one is providing the public with a
behind the curtains look at a live spy operation that is currently in progress.
The second is to give me personally, Baby Q, hints as I complete this little nightmare
scavenger hunt from hell that I've been on.
Over the course of this mission, I've infiltrated hotels, data centers, top-secret document
warehouses and military bases, so some of the gobbledygook posted on those boards are
actually direct messages to me personally containing hints for things I happen to be
dealing with at a given time – kind of like a giant live-action escape room sort of a deal, if
you've ever been to one of those things.
REQUIRED ASSIGNMENT
I was forced to do this as far as I'm aware for a couple reasons: the main one being my
natural born proximity to some of the top goons in the Royal Death Racket.
My mom is from Yuma, Arizona. My grandfather, David Frye, was the guy who ran the
private refueling contractor on the Yuma MCAS air base called, “Mercury Refueling, Inc.”,
who loaded drugs onto military planes.
So my best memories as a kid are sitting in the back of his truck at the end of the runway
on that base watching fighter jets take off over our head.
My grandmother was a refugee from El Salvador whose maiden name was Grace Aragon.
She was very self-conscious about being viewed as a “dirty Mexican” so she changed her
name to Norma Grace Frye when she married my grandfather.
She died under what I consider to be very suspicious circumstances after being one of the

first parents to aggressively sue the Catholic Church for sexually abusing my uncle.
Growing up, Puerto Peñasco, a great little Mexican beach town about four hours drive
south of Phoenix, was like a second home to me. I spent lots of time down there.
And as many of you are aware, Puerto Peñasco happens to be one of the most important
distribution hubs for the Sinaloa cartel.
I also spent lots of time growing up in Belize where my father owns a condo. Belize is a
small country just south of Cancun that is legally owned by the Royal Death Racket.
My dad spent much of his career working closely with major defense contractors. The
Director of Engineering at Raytheon could attest to that.
Growing up around the defense industry was a big influence on my life. I always wanted to
be a fighter pilot.
As far as I'm aware, I was recruited to the Defense Intelligence Agency after recognizing
that a major immigration protest happening outside my high school in 2006 was actually an
intelligence operation.
My first mission for the Defense Intelligence Agency was at age 17 when I used Christian
missionary work as cover to get into Cuba and to gather intel on some deals they were
making with Chinese at the time.
While in Cuba, I made friends with a young IT guy that worked closely with the man who is
now Cuba's president, someone I keep in touch with to this very day.
So we will definitely be squashing the beef with them once all this is over.
Like every other covert operation, this one has been financed primarily with gangbanging
and drug dealing. SURPRISE – just fun drugs, though, like weed and molly, not life-ruining
poison like meth and heroin, and absolutely no human trafficking, of course. [It's] kind of
mortifying that they are making me tell you that part, but I guess the public needs to know
how this actually works if we're ever going to be able to change it.
So, hopefully, you guys won't hold that against me.
DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT
Over the course of this mission, as you might imagine, I've done all kinds of crazy shit and
met all kinds of crazy people.
I've been jumped, robbed, kidnapped and even poisoned. My nose is still crooked from
getting my face bashed in one time.
I smuggled lots of drugs across international borders. I've had guns pointed in my face
several times on both sides of the border by both sicarios and federal police.
And I've had several attempts made on my life, some of which were very close calls,
including a couple where the DIA had to step in and save me, even though they technically
aren't supposed to be helping.
We've had quite the little Truman Show going on out here in Arizona, haven't we spookys?
It's been quite a surreal experience – almost like my life got turned into a giant game of
Grand Theft Auto.
And just when I thought we had reached peaked Twilight Zone, the DIA graciously decided
to throw me yet another curveball by making me tell everyone about it on YouTube.
So please subscribe and share with your friends because the faster we can wrap up this
nightmare circus, the faster we can get on to the business of unveiling the Space Force.
Cha, cha, cha.

“QProof!”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – March 8, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_6hDv_Tmpg
Hello, everyone. I'm just taking some time out of my weekend to drop by and address
some of the concerns of some of the annoying Q horders that are currently going bonkers
on Twitter, calling me a larp.
That way you can better decide for yourselves whether this is legit or not.
Apparently, this couldn't wait until Monday. So, thanks a lot, guys.
Let me start off by saying that I do not want to be doing this. My family doesn't want me to
be doing this.
The only reason I'm making these videos is because I was ordered to by Q+ and the DIA.
That's it.
Let me also say that I do appreciate the good intentions and zeal of the Q horde even if
they happen to be acting like a bunch of little dummies right now.
So a quick couple of questions to all those squawking little gooses out there on Twitter.
If I was a larp, would I be able to make death threats against foreign leaders without
getting censored?
And if that one doesn't work for you, how about this one: If I was just a larp, would I be
able to show you pictures of the core switches at Luke Air Force Base?

Or would I get in huge trouble over that?
Also, what is a guy who supposedly sells POS systems for a living even doing at Luke Air
Force Base in the first place?
Think it over and I'll see you little silly gooses on Monday.

“Who is Q? (Pt. 2)”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – March 10, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3pHXfwCbi8
Happy Monday, everybody. Today I'm going to be elaborating on my personal bio and
giving you some more proofs.
In my previous video, I told you about how my mother is from Yuma and my grandmother
is a refugee from El Salvador named Grace Aragon, who is a bloodline descendant to the
Spanish throne.
I also told you about how my grandfather ran the private refueling contractor on the base in
Yuma that smuggled drugs for the CIA called Mercury Refueling, Inc.

His house on Chico Lane, here in Yuma, used to be a CIA drop site.

When I was little, we had lots of fun playing in these weird trapdoor compartments that he
had in his house.
The property has been idled and torn down since he moved out, but there used to be
these giant 30-foot bush walls around the entire perimeter of the property, which made it
very easy to walk behind all the properties behind this canal without being seen.
My brother and I used to love catching ducks back there because it was so covered that
they couldn't fly away from us so we could get them when we were little.
Growing up, I also used to love sitting in the back of his truck at the end of this runway
here at the Yuma MCAS Base watching fighter jets take off over our heads.

My grandfather, or “Opi” as we used to call him, was very sneaky. So most of my family
didn't find out about any of this until recently with you guys.
My dad's parents are immigrants and his first language was German.
His dad, my other grandfather, Walter Steinbart, was actually a German SS officer who
was given a false identity and evacuated out of Russia by a British intelligence front called
“Red Cross” in a thing called “Operation Paperclip”.
His real name was Bernard Steinbart and he was a pretty smart cookie. He knew seven
languages and all kinds of stuff about the world.
He was an ethnic German who was residing in Poland who was conscripted at gunpoint
when the war broke out and served as a tank commander.
Everyone thinks I'm yanking their chain when I say that, but that is actually a verifiable
fact, one that my entire family is not very pleased about me publicly sharing.
My father helped program satellites while attending the University of Colorado at Boulder.
He then went on to a long career in the semiconductor or computer-chip industry where he
worked closely with major defense contractors like Raytheon, selling them software they
used to design computer chips that go inside weapons.
Go down to any of their electrical engineering facilities in El Segundo, in Tuscon, Dallas,
Boston or their R&D facility in Edinburgh, Scotland, and I guarantee you they'll know who
my dad is.
He's been Raytheon's “Vendor of the Year” before and they even fabbed him a personal
thank you note into a piece of silicon when he retired last year – verifiable facts.
The company he worked for called “Mentor Graphics” also sells Space X and Air Force
Research Labs the software that they use to design their electronics – verifiable fact.
Growing up, we had a family friend named Boots Nelson who was a lawyer from Tuscon
that would let us rent out his beach house in Puerto Peñasco, a small little Mexican beach
town about a four-hour drive south from Phoenix.
It was like a second home to me growing up. We spent lots of time down there.

One of my favorite things to do as a kid was to go catch octopuses in these tide pools.

The house next door was where the owner of the marina in town lived, someone who was
deeply involved with the Sinaloa Cartel.
During my time in Puerto Peñasco, I actually discovered a CIA trap house down the street
from where I would stay that I liked to call the “Delta Lair” because it's got this big like

Austin at the “Delta Lair”

delta triangle thing pointed out.

This house is used to store drugs that are then driven on quads down this snazzy beach
driveway thing and over to a big nightclub down the way called “Baja” where they're sold.

Shipments are originally loaded onto small fishing boats on the docks in Mazatlan, Mexico,
down here, and moved up along the coast, either being passed through the marina in town
or through this estuary about twenty minutes east of it.

There's this big Freemason symbol in the estuary that you can see from the air which is a
big marker. It shows traffickers where to go to avoid the Mexican military highway
checkpoint, which is about right here, and moved to Caborca.

On the cay to Caborca, there is even a small municipality called El Coyote. It shows you
how serious the government is about stopping this problem, huh?
Across from that estuary, there's also an unmarked runway that from the highway looks
just like a dirt road.

Shipments coming through the estuary route either get loaded onto cars and driven over to
Caborca or they get loaded onto planes at that unmarked runway and flown to Stellar
Airpark in Chandler, Arizona, where there's no air traffic control to watch and where there's
a neighborhood full of houses with these attached private hangars for storage.

My first missions at age 17 and 18 were to Cuba.

I went there twice before Americans were legally allowed to go. I spent a lot of time in
Havana and a lot of time in Santa Clara where I met an IT guy who worked for a regional
official who is now their president – someone I keep in touch with to this very day . . .

. . . and someone that I'm going to use as a backchannel to go squash McNasty's beef
with Cuba after this is all over.
After high school, I was planning on going to the Air Force Academy. I took pilot lessons
and krav maga, a mixed martial art developed by the Israeli military.

But one month before I was suppose to leave for Colorado, I had my acceptance revoked
because of an overlooked gluten allergy and I was sent to Arizona State instead, where I
met my amazing wife in 2009.
We dropped out of college together during our sophomore year to focus on our point-ofsale IT systems business – one we used as cover to gain access to many of the targets of
this operation.

During the course of this mission, I have personally infiltrated many hotel chains such as
Hilton, Marriott, Embassy Suites, Hamilton Inn and La Quinta. And I left behind some of
these Pine64 sniffer gadgets, that I made myself, plugged into their guest wi-fi servers so
that I could monitor Backpage ads being posted.

I also infiltrated major data centers like this one . . .

. . . and an Internet backbone data center on 40th St. in Phoenix run by somebody called
Iron Mountain, which has military grade security, including these snazzy little man-traps,
aka glass tubes, and these iris scanners where you have to stick your face up to the thing
and it scans you.

I also went to an Internet data center run by AT&T that's located in Mesa, Arizona.

And I also infiltrated a data center in Chandler run by a company called “First Data”, which
is a company that facilitates credit card processing for many major banks and Fortune 500
corporations.

In fact, a huge percentage of the international credit card processing traffic happening in
the United States today flows through this payment data center here in Chandler.
Here's me with the guy who runs it.
Austin: Hi. We're going through the man trap . . . with the head scanner.
IT Manager, Tony: The head scanner.
Austin: And Tony. This is Tony's place.
IT Manager, Tony: What's up? What's up?
Also been to top secret document warehouses like this one – a massive building with
several stories worth of racks which had tens of millions of classified documents stored.

I also had the IT contracts for the White Mountain Apache Reservation – a tribe up in
northern Arizona.
You can easily Google and verify that.
So as you can see, we have been having quite a time out here in West World. But some of
you are still not convinced.
Obviously, the fact that falsely claiming to be a federal agent is a crime that I would get
locked in jail for is [unintelligible].
Nor is the internal-only copy of the Raytheon handbook.

So as a token of good faith, I'll provide you all with the configuration script for one of the
core Adtran routers at Luke Air Force Base in a link below just to show you that I'm not
messin' around – something that I'd be in HUGE trouble for if I weren't explicitly authorized
to do so.
But to be completely honest, I could care less what anyone thinks about me because I am

going to be the new commander of the Space Force very soon, the REAL Space Force,
not that fake Air Force one.
It means you're kind of stuck with me for the next 40 years at least whether you like it or
not.
I'm also rich as hell because the DIA let me use those time-warping instant messages to
tip myself off to this thing called “Bitcoin” way back when it was just starting out.
So I'm pleased to announce that we are not going to be gangbanging or drug dealing any
more to fund our black ops. I'm actually just going to pay for it myself. Isn't that fun? I'm
THAT loaded.
So don't believe me if you don't want to. It makes no difference to me.
I have a wicked, smart smokin' hot wife that's got my back no matter what.

I'm building this huge palace in Cave Creek for us to live in, which I'll link to below, and
bringing the Space Force headquarters out here to Arizona, which will be absolutely epic.

So put THAT in your pipe and smoke it haters, because I'm not just associated with Q, I
AM Q – me personally. THIS is my operation.
The guy posting on the boards and running point on this whole operation is actually me in
the future – pretty crazy right?

Be on the lookout for “official confirmation” from the big man upstairs very soon.
And in the meantime, all the annoying little parrots squawking, “No outside comms!” “No
outside comms!” can take a seat because it also says on that board that disinformation is
necessary.
Cherry-picking parts that you like to attack people that you don't is very ignorant and
obnoxious.
Understand that I am nowhere near as measured as Q+ and that I'm under no obligation to
be nice to any of you.
So while I'm generally a cordial little fellow who plays nice with others, I will not hesitate to
call out egotistical influencers when they are leading people astray.
We're got lots of great stories to tell and we are going to be doing so on this YouTube
channel over the next few weeks.
So please share, subscribe, and I'll see you guys next time.

“Tucson Tokarev”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – March 14, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPUIiRQQMno&t=2s
So today I decided that we'd come do some cowboy shit. I'm here at this really fun little
gun shop up in Tucson at the back of this repo place.

It's pretty fun. We're gonna buy us some guns for cash today.
So if you go here to “Tucson Recovery Bureau”, the gun store is right over here down this
hallway.

I've just got to say that as a young man how could you not be fascinated by something like
that? I mean, come on.
Obviously, I was not allowed to film in the shop. But if any of you live in the area and are
interested, you should check it out – quintessential West World right there.
Here's the guy's card.

He is extremely professional, so every time I've called, he's answered on the first ring –
literally.
Picked up this awesome Tokarev TT-33 at the shop today.

This thing doesn't look like much, but it is a freakin' cannon. It's a Soviet-made pistol from
the 50s that shoots 7.62 rounds, meaning it's kind of like a handgun that shoots AK-47
bullets.
It's been in deep storage for a few decades.
The way they kept it in such good condition for so long was by covering it in this gun oil
you can see it glistening with. That way it doesn't rust or crack.
I've got to take this thing apart tonight and clean it before I can shoot it, but check out how
powerful this thing is.

Awesome, right?
This thing is so powerful it can penetrate body armor. It can even detonate Tannerite.
Tannerite is a light explosive you get when you mix this catalyst into these white beads –
one that you set off by shooting.
It's designed to be a relatively safe explosive so it won't go off if you drop it, light it on fire
or shoot it with most handguns – only if you shoot it with a high-velocity round like with a
rifle or like with one of these mini-cannons like this Russian Tokarev.
Now, I'm fully aware that none of this proves that I'm Q or that I work for the Defense
Intelligence Agency.
And the hilarious part about me choosing this particular gun is that none of those kangaroo
journalists are gonna call me a Russian for choosing a Soviet weapon and all those sour
grapes Q influencers are going to call me a CIA agent for choosing a weapon with a 33 on
it.

There's really no winning with either of those groups of people. In fact, I've had a lot of
butt-hurt little morons on Twitter who refuse to believe that I'm Q trying to doxx my home
address and threatening my family [unintelligible].
So I figured this would be an amazing opportunity to try out some of my newly invented
homemade Tannerite traps around the perimeter of my yard.
And that way, if any of those rabid little morons get lucky and actually find my current
address, I could just blow 'em up instead of shooting 'em. Creative, right?
The best part is that my traps only go off when they get shot with one of these cannons, so
I don't have to worry about my dogs accidentally setting one off. Safety first!
And, we can use my security cameras to livestream the entire thing like we did at that
church shooting the other month, which would be one helluva Q-proof, wouldn't it?
So if any of you crazy little haters want to help me validate my identity as a battlehardened DIA agent, feel free to swing by. And we can kill two birds with one Tannerite
trap, which would be pretty epic. I'm not going to lie.
Anyways, you all have a happy Friday and I'll see you the next time.

“Datto Blockade”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – March 21, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K24TLAvyDI
Welcome back and great job, everyone. You really helped me put the smackdown on that
clown lawyer the other day.
Since I posted that video, that slimy, pathetic clown has had his comms completely
jammed. Both his cellphone and his office phone has been ringing off the hook.
And his email boxes are getting blown up as well, meaning that we have effectively waged
our first economic blockade on a high-profile target. Congratulations, everyone.
This sort of regular warfare is going to be a big part of our mission over the next couple of
months.
We're going to be using my star power combined with the vast power of your collective
voices to give the McVampires a taste of their own medicine.
Our next target is Datto, the tech company hosting the Amorphous Archive.
Datto has decided that they want to cover for the corrupt CIA and arbitrarily took down the
Amorphous Archive.
By taking that down, Datto is not only violating our First Amendment rights, they are also
threatening our national security by aiding and abetting foreign enemy combatants like
Queen Satin – one of the primary evil monsters we're working to defeat.
It's a direct act of war against the American people and it will not be tolerated.
So starting tonight, we will be launching an economic blockade against Datto until they
decide to give us our Amorphous Archive back.
How we're going to do that is very simple. We're going to degrade and destroy their ability
to support their customers by blowing up their tech support email.
Every time we send an email to Support@datto.com a ticket is automatically created in
their system. So by flooding that email with thousands of messages demanding our
archives back, we can create tons of fact tickets and dramatically inhibit their ability to
support their customers.
If they do not give us our archive back by Monday, we will start flooding their phone lines
and their billing system email as well, chocking off more and more of their ability to operate
their business every day until they either give us our files back or go out of business – their
choice.
Now, many of you are probably thinking to yourself: why Datto? Don't we have bigger fish
to fry?
And the answer is: No. Because this isn't just about Datto. This is about sending all the
CEOs in Silicon Valley a huge message – a message that scares the shit out of them and
makes them understand that if they continue to get in the way of us fixing our country, we
will mercilessly suffocate each and every one of their companies.
It doesn't matter how big and bad they think they are. It doesn't matter how much money
or power they have. Those corporations will be suffocated if they get in our way.
Now normally, online brigading like this would be shut down, but this is a special “star
power” exception to that rule because if we don't aggressively move to protect our rights
now, those Silicon Valley tech giants will most certainly rig the election against us, and we
will lose our freedom forever.

That might sound like an exaggeration, but I promise you, with the artificial intelligence
technology they have now, that is not a joke.
This is crunch time and we need all hands on deck.
So if you want to help, please email Support@datto.com and help me demand our
Amorphous Archive back.
If you're unsure what to write, I'll put a pre-written template in the description section below
for your to copy and paste.
Understand that the efforts of every single individual person in this movement matters
tremendously at this point in the game.
So I'm hoping that you all will answer this call to action like you did with that slimy lawyer
and help me get our files back asap.
Any help you can provide to that end would be greatly appreciated by both me and by
Gen. Flynn.
I also need to take some time to call out some of these Q Pharisees who are currently
acting like the kangaroo news media – ones like JoeM, Jordan Sather, Lisa Mae Crowley
and Praying Medic – big accounts currently stirring up trouble against myself, my family
and my followers despite never actually having watch any of my videos. I know because I
have tracking cookies.
Yep! You heard me correctly. Those big-name Q Pharisees are slandering me without ever
having looked at the evidence even a single time, meaning that their hatred is 100% based
on feelings at this point – so much so that they're all still conflating me with totally
anonymous morons like that Eye In The Spy guy who never even provided a picture or a
single tangible piece of evidence whatsoever.
Isn't that outrageous? The guy doesn't even have a name.
It's like: do they even have a brain? Because if they did, they would realize that the “No
outside comms” thing was actually posted on the Chan, and that they're currently taking
orders from 8Kun.
So technically, they aren't even following the “No outside comms” rule, and they haven't
been for some time now. Pretty hypocritical, right?
Did you guys know that they also conspire behind the scenes to coordinate messaging like
clicky little hens? Exactly what the mainstream media does.
They even all blocked me right around the same time so they can keep on baselessly
slandering and stirring up trouble against me without me being able to respond – pretty
cowardly, right?
Believe it or not, I've had more trouble with them inciting idiots to come harass me than I
have with almost anyone else – other than the CIA, of course.
How crazy is that? The people claiming to rep Q the most are the ones refusing to look at
any hard evidence, refusing to talk to anyone they disagree with and sending their stupid
followers after me while simultaneously using my operations as a [can-shake].
Those vitriol haters love to do things like demand I post on the board immediately and
prove everything about myself now if I want them to stop harassing me, like a military
commander should be taking a marching order from a bunch of ignorant punks like them.
Another thing those ignorant little morons like to come at me with is “how much longer”
those influencers have been “working on” this than I have, and how I just need to “put in
the work” like they did, which is pretty annoying – I'm not going to lie – because I started

this 12 years ago when I was 17 and I have been busting my ass ever since.
Pretty much my entire youth was spent risking my life and fighting the most vicious people
on Earth.
So when those Q Pharisees and their followers act like they've done more for this
movement than I have, understand that they're engaging in a form of stolen valor –
something that myself and every other real warrior despises.
If you don't know what that is, “stolen valor” is when idiots who didn't spend a single
second actually sighting a war claim that they contributed more to winning it than the
people who actually fought on the front lines.
It's one of the lowest and most pathetic grifts that anyone can pull.
And not only are those Q Pharisees stealing my valor, because I could ignore that, they're
also using their platforms to stir up violent threats against my family members to such an
extreme degree that FBI agents came over to check on us yesterday.
Yep! You heard that correctly.
Those ignorant Q Pharisees incited so many threats against us that some FBI agents had
to come over and check on us to make sure we were okay – a great example of just how
egotistical and selfish those stupid Q Pharisees really are, despicably so really.
The good news about the FBI checking on us was it gave me the opportunity to go on the
record and tell them the exact same story that I've been telling you guys: how we work for
the Defense Intelligence Agency, how I'm running a live military intelligence operation
called QAnon, how I have drugs, guns and explosives in my house and how I hacked Terry
Bradshaw's medical records and posted them on the Internet with impunity – all on the
record to the FBI agents.
I even showed them some of my videos.
So now there's a hard paper rail for all the thick-headed Q Pharisees to check into,
meaning that those of you who still don't believe my story can feel free to submit a
Freedom of Information Act request to the FBI for that house call and see exactly what I
told those agents.
Keep in mind that it's a federal crime to lie to the FBI, so the fact that I'm not under any
sort of investigation whatsoever should be Q proof enough for anyone who can't wait until
Greenland.
Looking at you Praying Medic, praying that you will get your head out of your ass and start
responding rationally to empirical facts. But based on the way he's acted thus far, I don't
really have high hopes, which is why I need to make something very clear.
I need you Q Pharisees to understand that I will not be tolerating the incitement of violent
threats against my family for any longer. It's bad enough that you're ignorant followers are
jamming my inboxes with their bitchy messages and making it impossible for me to
respond to people who actually like me. But it's even worse that they're inciting people to
come after my family.
So I want to make it very clear to all you selfish little Q Pharisees right now that if this
continues, I'm going to start hitting you back 10 times as hard very soon – not something I
want to have to do, but your incitement is totally out of hand.
So if it continues, I will be forced to take drastic measures to protect both my family and
my operation. It doesn't matter how long you've been following Q or how hard you've
worked to get the word out. You continue inciting violence against my family members,
there will be severe consequences – online and in person.

Please do not make the mistake of thinking I can't find you just because you don't have
your name in your Twitter handle, especially if you live right across town from me, cough,
cough, Praying Medic.
I mean, it's like: are you retarded, bro?
For those of you who don't know, I have been extremely nice to Praying Medic. I actually
DMed him a link to the Amorphous Archive about two years ago, but he was too cool to
look at it for more than 10 seconds.
And about three months ago, I even offered to let him hold a weekly Q meet up in the
training center in my office in Tempe, which he “found interesting” and briefly considered
before declining my offer because HE didn't want to share the stage with someone HE
didn't feel was “on his level”.
That's how egotistical and untethered from reality this little Praying Medic clown is.
I have given him so many opportunities that no one else got and he rejected them all like a
little dumbass, which is why I won't feel bad about making a flamboyant example out of
him if he doesn't rein in his rapid little fanboys immediately.
So with all that being said, I'd like to end the night with another Q proof and tell you about
that Ephesians verse that Q+ has been using.

My elementary school was a front run by the DIA called Bethany Christian School. It was
attached to this church over here called Bethany Christian Church, which has since then
been . . . both the school and the church have been sold and renamed.
We used to stand in this courtyard right here – everybody in my school every morning –
and we would stand up and say the Pledge of Allegiance and we would recite that
Ephesians verse about the “full armor of God” every single day.
Obviously, I'm not going to give you guys any of their names right now, but if you did ask
any of my classmates, I guarantee that they could confirm that.
That's in fact what we did every single day.
Our school was really small so we pretty much knew everybody. My mom was even viceprincipal at one point.
Now, it goes without saying that none of my classmates or their parents ever knew about
this place actually being a DIA front. So, seeing this video is probably going to shock a lot
of them.
Another interesting fact is that across from my elementary school on this highway that got
built around the time I was little, it's got these weird pyramid symbol things on it. And these

are only along this stretch of highway that is next to the school.

Make of that what you will.
So I'm throwing down a challenge to all the ignorant Q Pharisees that are calling me a larp
right now for them to try to explain where that Ephesians verse came from.
If you know so much, why did Q use that?
They all blocked me like little pansies, obviously, but why don't you ask them to give us an
explanation of that?
And, of course, don't forget to copy the text in the description below and send an email to
Datto.
Happy Friday, everyone, and I'll see ya' next time.

“New Command”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – March 23, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oZQGsGquZA
Welcome back everyone. Today I'd like to touch on a concept I discussed in my previous
video to help you understand the big picture with Q.
If you watched my headliner video, “Black Ops 101”, you probably know that all the covert
operations conducted in the United States military are organized around a top leader
called “Command”.
Command is a very unique role – one that is totally off-book and comes with almost
unlimited legal immunity from prosecution.
It's like I'm the star power from that Super Mario game where you temporarily become
invincible and can run straight through all the bad guys.
As most of you are likely aware by now, I am the new Command for the whole United
States – the guy who's going to be running black ops for the next 40 years or so. Pretty
crazy, right?
Now, I know 40 years might sound scary to some of you, but you don't have to worry
because I am dramatically different from my predecessor.
“COMMAND” IS NOW A DIA THING
The most important difference between us is that “Command” is now a DIA thing instead of
a CIA thing, meaning that I'm organized under the Department of Defense, so I can't just
wantonly disobey orders from the President like those little royal wannabees at the State
Department.
The other huge difference between us is that instead of funding black ops with heroin and
human trafficking gangs run by vile robber barons like the Saudis, the Soros and the
Rothschilds, I'm just going to fund them out of my own pocket with this multi-billion dollar
mountain of cryptocurrency that I've been collecting.
So a long story short, I'm something like the new Lord Commander of the Nights Watch, if
you've ever seen “Game of Thrones”, meaning that it's now my job to identify and
eliminate threats to our national security – threats like tech companies who engage in acts
of war against the United States of America by aiding and abetting of foreign enemy
combatants like Queen Satan with aggressive censorship of our free speech.
FIRST “Q ARMY” ECONOMIC BLOCKADE
If you saw my last video, you probably know that we just began our first “Q Army”
economic blockade against a major corporation called Datto.
Datto has been a key vendor for many of the top IT service providers for quite a while now,
but with their recent acquisition of Autotask Corporation, they are now one of the largest
and most sophisticated tech companies in the entire world – so sophisticated that they've
already crafted a successful defense against our flooding attack this weekend.
How they did that was by programming a filter onto their mail servers that weeds out
messages containing unique keywords from the pre-written message I had you send them
– the keywords: “Austin”, “Steinbart” and “amorphous”.
Note that only “amorphous” was a key word instead of “amorphous archive”. This is
because they don't want to install any filters on words that would weed out legitimate
customer traffic like “archives”. Pretty savvy, right?
But not to worry. We are just going to make a slight adjustment and go right back at them,

a great example of why I need real people to help me with the Storm instead of just bots,
because real people can think up and send unique messages of their own – ones that
don't use those blacklisted key words so that they can make it past those flood filters.
So the next step in our economic blockade against Datto is going to be twofold.
The first step Is to make your own mad lib out of this template I made for you and send it in
an email to these five email addresses: billing@datto.com, sales@datto.com,
partners@datto.com, legal@datto.com and support@datto.com. That should cover all of
our bases on the email front.
The second step is to call the support line I'm going to list in the description below and dial
9, which will take you to their emergency after-hours support.
I would be super grateful for as much time as you could spare to volunteer to help me
encumber their emergency tech support line.
Ideally, you could call and wait till someone picks up and tell them to give us our archive
back when they do.
But if you can't, any amount of time you can volunteer to help lock up that phone line
would really help.
Blocking up that phone line will dramatically inhibit their ability to support their highest
paying customers and will dramatically raise the cost of their unconstitutional censorship.
I'll write up the instructions for the second blockade and put them in the description below
so you guys can have that for after the video.
WHO'S EXACTLY IN CHARGE AT Q?
Moving on, there's been lots of confusion out there as to who exactly is in charge here at
Q. So, I'd like to clarify some things around the “command structure” of this mission.
The best analogy I can give you to explain the Q command structure is the Christian
Trinity. Please understand that by making this analogy, I am absolutely not claiming to be
Jesus, God or anything even remotely close.
I'm just going to use this because it's an extremely relatable analogy for a lot of people to
help me explain this very complicated situation that we're in.
So, please don't get mad at me.
In this Christian Trinity analogy, Q+ is the Father, the one who knows everything and who
planned and led this whole operation. Subordinate to the Father is the Son and the Holy
Spirit.
Baby Q, aka yours truly, is the Son in this example – the one who interfaces with the
people and endures lots of their obnoxiousness abuse and hatred in service of the
Father's big picture plan.
Everyone else is the Holy Spirit: Trump, the DIA, Admiral Rogers and General Flynn are all
part of the “Holy Spirit” in this example, meaning that they are all subordinate to and
operating at the direction of Q+.
This command structure is very important because it shields people who don't have star
power immunity like I do from civil liability – people like General Flynn, who have already
had their life ruined enough by those worthless, sick vampires over the past few years.
MEA CULPA
In my previous video, I messed up big time and said that General Flynn would appreciate it
if you helped me.

So I just want to take a second and clarify that General Flynn would appreciate your help
in the general abstract sense of how as an ex-serviceman he wants all of the threats to our
country to be eliminated, not in the sense that he was personally calling or condoning that
target or any other target for that matter, because if he did, that would expose General
Flynn to the potential of prosecution and civil lawsuits.
So I just want to make it crystal clear that I am the new Command and that targeting is
100% at my discretion. Capiche? Okay, great.
JFK, JR.
Another quick thing I wanted to address is: I've been seeing a lot of people out there
talking about JFK, Jr.
Please understand, everyone, that JFK, Jr. is, in fact, dead, and that is just a nickname
that some people call me because of my lifelong vendetta against the Royal Death Racket,
like when I played basketball and I was good at shooting, I got nicknamed “Larry Bird”.
It doesn't mean that I'm actually Larry Bird. It just means that I have a cool nickname.
I apologize if that was previously unclear.
So no Q proof ending tonight because I already dropped you a huge hint on the boards
yesterday pertaining to that Ephesians verse I told you about in my last video.
So if you haven't seen that, go check it out and let me know if you think that timing was
just a coincidence.
MASCOT FOR SINALOA CARTEL
And enjoy this other thing I found to amuse you with instead. Did you know that the mascot
for the Sinaloa cartel is a scorpion? Pretty spooky, right?
Luckily, here at Q, we aren't afraid of any hooky-spooky bugs.

When I was little, catching these things was one of my favorite things to do as a kid. They
can't see very well and their tail isn't very strong, so if you distract them from the front and
pick them up by their tail like this, they can't get you with their nasty little stinger.
And these little pincers can't even really break your skin, so they're nothing to worry about.
Have a great night. I'll see you guys next time.

“Quantum Internet”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – March 25, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1SGk0pDcew&t=200s
Welcome back, everyone.
MESSAGE TO THOSE GETTING OUT THE MESSAGE
I'd like to start off today by thanking everyone who's been putting themselves out there and helping
me get the word out. I know you've been taking a lot of flak, so I really appreciate your courage and
tenacity. Keep up the good work!
MESSAGE TO THE HATERS
Next, I'd like to address the haters who still refuse to examine the evidence or think critically,
because they just want to wait until the board tells them what to do.
A lot of them seem to be treating this more of a religion than an intel op. Even when Q+ dropped
that huge hint on the board confirming me, they still don't want to look at the evidence. Pretty silly,
right?
But don't sweat it. It's no big deal. And at this point there's not much more we can do for the Q
Pharisees who aren't seeing it yet.
The evidence is there. They just can't seem to put their egos aside for long enough to examine it.
It's no worries, though, because they'll be getting a huge dose of intellectual humility served up to
them very soon.
MESSAGE TO THOSE WHO WANT ME TO POST THEIR MESSAGES ON THE BOARD
In the meantime, I appreciate the rest of you mixing it up with their followers. We still have a lot of
silly gooses on Twitter demanding that I post the exact messages they tell me to on the main board
as if Command is somehow supposed to take orders from random trolls on the Internet.
QANON IS A GIANT DRIP-NURTURE CAMPAIGN TO HELP PEOPLE CHANGE DEEP
BELIEFS
For those of you who aren't aware, QAnon is essentially a giant drip-nurture campaign. One that is
designed to persuade a huge percentage of the population to completely change their life-long
deepest held beliefs.
IT TAKES TIME
That doesn't happen overnight – even if you have a mountain of indisputable evidence. Just ask
Julian Assange if you don't believe me.
He dumped a mountain of indisputable proof out there and how far did that get him?
You could also just look at how these Q Pharisees are treating not just me but anyone who follows
my stuff – exactly like the kangaroo news media, ignoring mountains of hard evidence because they
don't like the people showing it to them.

But does it matter who I am if the facts I am presenting are true? Does my age or my personality
matter if the facts I'm presenting are true?
The answer is “No!” It doesn't matter.
ALWAYS TRUST BUT VERIFY
And that's part of the reason we let these Q Pharisees get so popular in the first place: to teach
everyone that no matter who you trust, whether it be me, the board or whoever else, you ALWAYS
need to exam the evidence and think for yourself.
Trust people but always verify, because allowing “big-name influencers” to tell you what to believe
or who to listen to is a great way for us to end up with more evil leaders in the future, especially
now that we have this quantum Internet technology that I'm about to tell you about.
THE REASONS WHY AUSTIN IS DOING THESE VIDEOS THIS WAY
The next thing I need you to understand is why I'm doing these videos this way. There's several
reasons.
PEOPLE HAVE SHORT ATTENTION SPANS
The primary reason is attention span. Most people don't care about politics in the first place to
spend hours and hours researching complicated topics that they've never heard of.
So unless we can hold their attention for long enough to convince them to care, it will be nearly
impossible to get them onboard. That's the first reason.
CONNECTING THE DOTS ON THE BIG PICTURE NARRATIVE
The second is to connect the dots on the big picture narrative for those of you who are interested
and to provide the tangible facts to back it up.
Most smart people will never change their opinion about anything unless they can personally
evaluate both the credibility of the source and the veracity of the evidence that that source has to
back up their claims.
So let me ask you all right now: Has anyone else on any platform been able to connect the dots and
explain the big picture to you guys as clearly as I have?
Has anyone else provided pictures, documents or verifiable evidence like I have?
The answer is definitely “No!” Not even close.
The best defense they've had so far is calling me a CIA agent, meaning they're acknowledging that
I'm definitely military intelligence, they're just butt-hurt that I called them morons even though I
was just responding to them calling me a fraud and a larp.
They're also thrown off by some of the symbolism in my pictures because they haven't actually
watched any of my videos. So they don't realize I'm actually trolling the CIA – like this picture in
Belize with my Illuminati eye, something I used to troll Queen Satan while visiting one of her

American colonies called Belize.

And this one when I new-Command trolled the Royal Death Racket with one of those
[unintelligible] owl symbols they love so much.

For the record, my symbol is a Phoenix, not an owl. And that should be pretty clear to anyone who's
ever looked at my stuff.
So [there's] nothing we can really do for the haters at this point besides keep showing them the
evidence and hope that they'll eventually look at it.
No worries either way, though.
The open-minded members of the Q army are with me, and that's all I need.
You guys rock! Thanks for being so logical.

ABOUT THE CONCERNS OF THE US MILITARY TAKING OVER THE INTERNET
Next, I'd like to address some concerns I heard yesterday about the US military taking over the
Internet: the concern of how that's dangerous for our freedom or violates our Fourth Amendment
rights.
OUR FIRST AND FOURTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS ARE NON-EXISTENT
Understand those are definitely valid concerns, but in this case not necessarily informed ones,
because our Fourth Amendment rights have been non-existent for decades.
Since World War II, all of our phone calls and electronic communications have been monitored by
Team Satan and recorded and used illegally.
And since then, that has pretty much never stopped.
So our Fourth Amendment rights are kind of a joke at this point, as are our First Amendment rights.
TECH MONOPOLIES ARE USING CHINESE-STYLE CENSORSHIP
Chinese-style censorship and algorithmic fuckery is standard procedure at all of our tech
monopolies.
In fact, America has gotten so sideways with censorship that kids growing up today have to go use
The Yandex, aka Russian Google, to see things they can't see on American Google. How crazy is
that? Americans having to go to the Russian Internet to bypass censorship.
THE SPACE FORCE WILL KEEP THE INTERNET OPEN AND FREE
So my point is that the Space Force will do a much better job of keeping the Internet open and free
to everyone then evil tech monopolies will by a long shot.
INTERNET BILL OF RIGHTS
One of the ways we're going to guarantee that is by passing an Internet Bill of Rights, which will
essentially be an airtight reaffirmation of our constitutional liberties with some updates that will
extend those protections into the digital world.
Power companies can't turn off your power because they don't like how you're using it.
Phone companies can't turn off your phone because they don't like what you're saying to people.
Toll road companies can't block your access to a public road because they don't like your driving.
So a social media giant can't inhibit your access to the public square just because they don't like
your opinions. THEY ARE PUBLIC UTILITIES AND THEY MUST BE REGULATED AS SUCH
if we want free speech to survive.
Now, that might sound overboard to some of you, but if we don't regulate them ASAP, they will use
their power to silence us and to rig our elections. That's not a joke. That's 100% serious.
And once we pass our Internet Bill of Rights, the only way to realistically enforce it is with military

control of the Internet. Otherwise, Big Tech will just keep running circles around their regulators.
It's not ideal, but it's really our only viable option. And I think you'll agree once I tell you about all
the crazy stuff that this new Quantum Internet can do.
THE QUANTUM INTERNET
The Quantum Internet, which we will be rolling out over the next decade or so, is hands down the
most mind-bending technology I have ever worked with.
It's capabilities don't even seem like they should be real. They seem like something straight out of a
sci-fi movie.
But I can assure you that what I'm about to tell you is VERY REAL and it's coming VERY SOON.
NO LATENCY
In the past, Quantum Internet has been referred to as ETI, or Extraterrestrial Intelligence, because it
enables zero latency wireless communication with anywhere in space or time, meaning I can use it
to Skype someone in another solar system or I can use it to remote control one of those Avatar
bodies on a planet that's a 100 million light years away from here with no lag whatsoever. Pretty
spooky, right?
WIRELESSLY INTERFACE WITH BRAINS
The Quantum Internet can also wirelessly interface with brains of any species anywhere at any
point in time – past, present or future.
So it can be used to look through my eyes, your eyes or anybody else's eyes. And not just right now,
but at any point in time – even back when you were a baby.
It can also be used to look through JFK's eyes in the '60s or Julius Caesar's eyes in ancient Rome or
a bird at the park's eyes or a fly-on-the-wall's eyes.
It's pretty much a direct wireless connection into any brain anywhere at any point in time. Pretty
spooky stuff, right?
And that's not even the spookiest part.
READ AND WRITE THOUGHTS, MEMORIES AND FEELINGS
The Quantum Internet can also be used to read all your thoughts, memories and feelings, and also
write thoughts, memories and feelings straight into your head, meaning that if the wrong people
controlled it, they would be able to drive us all around like little robots – unbelievably terrifying
stuff.
I have no doubt that many of you will be very disturbed about the idea of technology like this.
But please understand that whether we like it or not, the Quantum Internet is already here.

THE CHOICES WE FACED
So the choice we had: was it Quantum Internet or no Quantum Internet?
The choice we had was: CIA and Team Satan-controlled Quantum Internet or DIA and Team
America-controlled Quantum Internet?
CIA ALREADY USING THEIR QUANTUM COMPUTER TO REMOTE CONTROL
PEOPLE
Those were the two options. And the CIA was already using theirs to log into people's brains and
remote control them into acts of sadistic violence.
If you've ever seen that horseshit propaganda Netflix documentary called “Don't Fuck with Cats”,
the kid in that named Luka Magnotta was one of the CIA's nightmare circus experiments.
And he wasn't the only one. They used many other mind-controlled and direct assassins as well.
Pretty messed up.
So it goes without saying that we had to do whatever it took to stop those evil monsters, which is
why we needed Donald Trump as president – a Raging Bull billionaire with a lifetime of experience
being accosted by the kangaroo news media and someone with the skills and the thick skin to truck
through all the corruption and organized crime.
PRESIDENT TRUMP'S ELECTION IN 2016 WAS THE GREATEST GOAL-LINE STAND
IN HISTORY
Everyone needs to understand that we were dangerously close to losing our freedom forever and
that the 2016 presidential election was indisputably the most epic goal-line stand in history – one
that I am super proud of, because if we hadn't gotten Trump in there, the Royal Death Racket would
have finished consolidating power.
And not only would we have lost all of our freedoms but we would have lost all of our free will as
well. We would be like a Quantum Animal Farm, if you catch my drift.
CURRENT CORPORATE ABUSES OF OUR PRIVACY
So that's why the new Space Force is taking control of the Internet, because the only alternative is
evil corporations who don't give a rat's ass about our privacy or constitutional rights – corporations
who are already running wild stealing our data, stalking our locations and even eavesdropping on
our offline conversations.
Also, they can feed us targeted ads.
IMAGINE WHAT THEY COULD DO WITH THE QUANTUM INTERNET
Now, imagine if those corporations had direct access into your brain like they could read all of your
private thoughts and send you targeted advertisements based on things you've never searched for or
talked about out loud. Wouldn't that be terrible?
Now, imagine if they could beam their ads straight into your brain and you didn't have the power to
stop them. That would be an absolute nightmare, wouldn't it – one that would be nearly impossible

to rein in after it was unleashed.
THE FUTURE OF THE HUMAN RACE IS AT STAKE
That's why we've got to take such extreme measures during this military intelligence operation,
because this isn't just about the future of the United States.
This is about the future of the entire world and the entire human race.
It's about [preventing] our last step into a 1,000 years of darkness. It's about clawing back our future
from this fanatical Satanic Cabal that we've been ruled by.
Using the military to seize control of the Internet like this feels very yucky.
Trust me, I know and I hate it too. But this was the only way to save our planet from the apocalyptic
cataclysms we had flying at us like missiles.
So hopefully you all can try to understand that and not hold it against me because all I'm trying to
do here is make sure that we all don't die.
So that's a bit about the Quantum Internet. That's all for today.
Have a great day and I'll see you guys next time.

“Space Force!”
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – March 25, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-CQXHLmnJI
Welcome back everyone. Today we're going to be talking a little bit about the Space Force.
CORONAVIRUS SITUATION
But before we do that I wanted to address a few other things first. The first of which is the
coronavirus.
Lots of people have been asking me what the deal is with that. And I can't say much about
it at the moment, but what I can say is that DIA is currently in the final stages of suffocating
the Royal Death Racket.
And as that evil monster dies, it's going to thrash around and try to take as many innocent
people down with it as possible.
So while I don't necessarily think that the virus is something you should be panicking
about, I do absolutely recommend that everyone follow the official instructions and do not
leave your home unless absolutely necessary for the next few weeks at least.
I know it sucks. I hate being cooped up as well, but please just take my word on this one
and stay home even if you aren't afraid of coronavirus.
I also recommend, if you can, that you buy some Bitcoin or Ripple because financial
markets are going to be in for a super rough ride here as the storm enters its final stage. I'll
elaborate on that in a future video.
REGARDING THE DATTO BLOCKADE
Moving on, I'd like to say: “Great job with the Datto blockade, everyone.” Those corporate
vampires are pretty stunned right now, so it will probably take them a couple days to digest
all of this and respond.
I tried to make things as obvious as possible by issuing direct threats over Twitter so they
could easily observe my star power and know that we will not stop suffocating them until
they give us our archive back.
So, thanks for the help, Q horde and let's keep this intense pressure up on Datto. It's really
costing them a lot right now, so we're doing pretty good.
For those of you who've been whining at me about how that's too harsh, I have just one
question: Would you rather me just kill everyone that gets in my way like a maniac?
Because that's how my predecessor did things. So try to have a little perspective, please.
SPY LINGO: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN “AGENTS” AND “OFFICERS”
Next up, I wanted to clarify some spy lingo for you: the difference between “agents” and
“officers”.
So you all know, I'm not a DIA officer. I'm a DIA agent.
Officers are internal employees, whereas agents are external subcontractors.
Agents are not in the official employee roster, nor are they on the official payroll. Meaning,
I am totally off-book, and you won't find a single thing about me in the official DoD
employee database, which is a really good thing because if I was listed in there, I would
have been hunted down and killed like all those other American spies when OPM got
hacked in 2015.

So I dodged a bullet on that one – literally.
SPACE FORCE
Moving on to Space Force, I saw some people talking about how I was going to be running
the Space Force out of my new house, which is incorrect. But that's my fault for not being
more clear.
Space Force is not what's going to be run out of my new house - black ops is.
Space Force is actually run out of Luke Air Force Base, which is going to be renamed to
Luke Space Force Base after we get done disbanding the Air Force.
Like the CIA, which we are also disbanding, the Air Force is an irredeemably compromised
organization, one that was also founded in 1947.
In fact, guess whose drones the CIA uses for their outrageously indiscriminate air strikes?
If you guessed the Air Force's, you would be correct.
Now, most of you are probably thinking, “Come on weird computer guy, how is it exactly
that you think you're going to be disbanding the Air Force?
And the answer is simple: I'm not. I'm just promising all their other fun toys besides space
and cyber to the Army, the Navy and the Marines – all three of which already have their
own Air Forces. And they're the ones that are going to help me pull apart the Air Force.
Cool, right?
We're also going to disband that cesspit of graft and corruption known as NASA and roll
that in as well – also, Air Traffic Control from the FAA.
I'll be discussing that in a bit more detail in my next video.
Now, many of you are probably wondering: Why in the world would they put a weird
computer guy like me in charge of running a major branch of the military?

And the main reason is simple: because Space Force is actually taking over control of the
Internet and providing free WiFi to everyone via a massive mesh network of satellites.
Pretty exciting, right?
And the best part of that is that many of those satellites have already been launched,
because the Space Force already exists. It's just been hiding out in one of our top defense
contractors.
Can you guess which one?
If you guessed SpaceX, you would be correct. SpaceX, believe it or not, is actually a DIA
front that has secretly been building our new Space Force.
Ever notice how some of their top executives have cheeky little names like Gwen
“Shotwell”.
If you've been following SpaceX, you probably know that we're well underway with
launching that massive network of satellites that will provide reliable high speed WiFi to
everyone.
STARLINK
The project is called StarLink.
If you haven't seen it yet, I encourage you to check out SpaceX on Twitter and see some
of the awesome things that the new Space Force is up to.
REASONS WHY THE MILITARY WILL TAKE CONTROL OF THE INTERNET
There are several reasons why it's become necessary for the military to take control of the
Internet. The first one is cyber security.
We live in an increasingly techie world and with all these sophisticated hacking tools that
are out there for free, it's going to be impossible to keep everyone safe without controlling
the Internet, especially as we start to roll out these self-driving cars Waymo has been
testing here in Arizona.
Don't know about you guys, but I am definitely not trying to get killed by a hacked selfdriving car.
The second reason the military needs to control the Internet is power. Right now, it's
impossible for our government to regulate Big Tech because Big Tech controls the Internet
and all of our access to information. So there's really nothing our government can do to

stop them even if they wanted to.
The tech monopolies also have more money than God, meaning that they have the best
lawyers and lobbyists money can buy on their payroll in every single country.
So even if we did manage to regulate them here, they could just shift operations to another
country and keep right on censoring our free speech and illegally stealing our data.
The only way we are ever going to rein in those tech monopolies is by having the military
take control of the Internet.
It sounds counterintuitive, I know, but I guarantee that my Space Force will do a much
better job of protecting everyone's constitutional rights than those evil tech CEO's will.
So, hopefully you guys won't trip because what's not to love about free WiFi for everyone,
right?
Well, that's all for now. Have a great day, and I'll see you guys next time for Part 2 of our
Space Force introduction.

“Mirror” Test
Video posted by Austin Steinbart – March 31, 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8QxJ1miGkQ
Welcome back everyone. It's been a few days since I last checked in.
I've been doing some live interviews just so you guys can get a little feel for who you're
dealing with here. So check those out.
I did one with Q Signal. I did one with The Goldfish Report, and I have one with The Baby
Q Plus channel that should be coming out this week.
I'll post the links for you guys in the description section below. So if you're interested,
please feel free to check those out.
I wanted to thank everybody for helping me with my economic blockades and with helping
me mirror my videos on your YouTube channels so that we can be creating like a little
human blockchain here.
That way we can push through any censorship that we encounter in the future.
One quick thing I wanted to do today was run a quick test on that human blockchain.
I didn't do a very good job last time explaining the instructions for how to mirror, so I
wanted to just run a quick test today to make sure that we're all doing it right.
I took down the least important video – the one without the Q proofs about the lawyer just
so you guys could look on your mirrored playlists of my videos and make sure that you
actually uploaded new copies of the video on your channel instead of just creating a
playlist using the pre-existing ones on mine.
But don't worry, I didn't lose my star power. All the important videos are still there and my
lawyer one will be right back up soon after we finish this.
Making sure you uploaded your own copy will make it way harder to censor us in the future
as things pick up.
So if you wouldn't mind, everyone, please go check on your mirrored playlist and make
sure that video is still there. And if it's not, I provided a link here below with a folder
containing copies of all my videos.
That way, you can upload new copies and fix that mirror playlist on your channel.
I sincerely appreciate all your help and I'm going to be trying to get out as much new
content this week as possible.
So have a great day, everyone, and I'll see you guys soon.
*******
VIDEO BACKUP FILES FOR YOUTUBE MIRROR: https://drive.google.com/drive/folder... - LIVE
INTERVIEWS: Q-Signal Interview (starts at 2hr 3min mark) - https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o?start=7380
Goldfish Report Interview - https://youtu.be/aCJW6hVREAU

